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ABSTRACT

detailed discussion and

The essay in two sections presents

the Trachiniae is

overall interpretation:
of the phenomenon

his actions
in his

say) with his heroine that the dramatist

obliqueness achieves

a

representation of the hero faithfully

This Heracles is essentially superhuman.

Myth.

as

it were

beyond the pale of morality

self-concept when

this in appearance

mode of being

The hallmark

it is through 'over-

subtlety and paradox;

involvement' (as some would

to

dramatic representation

and the fate and destiny of Heracles.

of this representation is

with telling

seen as a

we encounter

-

His nature places
what indeed

but undermining it in juxtaposition o£ the Herculean

and conscienced, noble humanity (Deianira),

a

dialectic

purely heroic

(Herculean) into the human and ethical but past this again

to their

mythic

(The qualities that enable him to perform his characteristic feats

roots.

are

find

By the dramatist's sustaining

it.

is instituted which takes Heracles' actions from the

these

we

are

not

more

good works than merely

an

precisely those which bring him to ruin

in him than

'natural';

cf.

hidden from Heracles is

-

suggested to

us

-

are net more

-

evil

The justice of Zeus thus

and with it, if

believe that

we

witnessed, Heracles' actual

destiny.

In its

exploration of the dramaturgy the

large irony (the lyric irony
is seen

these too

Winnington-Ingram).

Zeus in his wisdom is behind all that we've

ultimate

expression of-his nature

-

as

-

essay treats

of small and

indeed, the dramatic technique

possibly germinal);

choral function and standing;

-

of Bacchylides

the poetic

and symbolic genre

oracles;

of

our

play and the style appropriate thereto;

the original handling of myth;

significance;

scene-juxtaposition and

the

in this connection, the scene-

connection;

the unity of the

themes.

The

deployed in

play is found to be technically remarkable in the wide means
a

unity of achievement of the basic aim.
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PREFACE

I wish to thank Mrs.

E.M. Craik for all benefits of

supervision and constructive and helpful criticism

particularly in

two areas.

In

from naively

persuading myself that Sophocles meant us to take the

one

the essay was much modified:

-

archery contest for Iole's hand

(understandably) raised
closing Hyllus
was

-

an

Heracles

One's

own

implicit in the drama;

eyebrow at
scene.

assisted to critical review

One

as

she saved

my

are

I acknowledge my

she

unorthodox reading of the

Here I have not been saved but

(i.e. entrenched perverseness).

automatically incurs the debt of the critics

ideas

me

one

reads.

influenced by theirs or are shaped in opposition.

debt in both categories.

My thanks to library staff for their assistance.

The essay

synthesis.
literature';

divides into two sections, roughly of analysis and

The second was written after acquaintance with 'secondary
the first largely in conjunction with the commentaries only

although this rule has been broken (particularly

Citation is from

Easterling's text.

upon

review).

.

.

.

the serious cheerfulness of Sophocles
Matthew

The artist,
or

Arnold, On the modern element in literature

like the God of creation, remains within or behind or beyond

above his

handiwork, invisible, refined out of existence, indifferent,

paring his fingernails.
Joyce,

The presentation
sees

the

A portrait of the artist

of Heracles is ambiguous, and no interpretation which

play in unambiguous terms will do justice to it.
P.E. Easterling.

1.

SECTION

This

A

approach to the Tr. starts out from the simple observation

subject."^

that the first part when Heracles is not on stage has him as its
The

play affords various modes of contemplating H:

compare

to us

and contrast

-

H with others, and with himself as he appears

But contrast, variousness is almost the life-blood

through others.

of the play.

A particularly striking feature is in its presentation of

various manifestations of Herculean

of

own

not on stage himself he is the preoccupation of those who are;

drama;
we

he acts out his

being:

the hero moving in the world

metamorphosing river gods, centaurs, beasts;

world of

men

and

The

women.

the hero moving in the

mythological material in Tr. is not

illustrative imagery but actual fabric.

The play is complex.

It

may
/

be

thought of

as

having

bifunctional plot which (a) unfolds the

a

ttcc&c?s

(b) unfolds the picture of H.
'Part 2', when H comes on, stands apart from the rest by virtue
of

some

formal difference.

It has

only two muted, abashed couplets

dialogue and solo material is of

a

no

-

choral

odes, the chorus having

and the closing quartet.

Its

direct and immediate nature.

'Part 1'

abounded in speech with a narrative, reporting, reflective or historicizing
2

tendency.

The picture

of H in 'Part 1' is constituted by (a) mythic

representations in D's

history, (c)

our

or

news

of his recent

apprehension of him in others' consciousness, (d) report

of first hand observation.
events of

chorus' reflections, (b)

(a) is of relatively objective character, the

mythology being historical data

-

and above subjective

2.

(b) (c) (d) introduce the subjective factor.

interpretation.

throughout 'Part 1"

we see

H through other people we need to understand

(Heracles will

them to understand what he is to them.
he does so, whatever
the test.
Or

so

through others will

we

is not himself but

The Tr.

learn

come to

appears.

It means, almost,

direct observation and of that PI what

indirectly.

The H that

we are

we

given to observe

stricken, his condition critical.. .).

lends itself to consideration

(This proposition

picture of Heracles.

focus/ as it were).
3

When

be comparing reality with expectation.

This further complicates things.

he is escapes our

as

learn in the Tr.

to

or not,

us

appear.

might have been if he appeared his good self when he

it

But he does not.

that Ii

he has appeared to

like it

We will,

Because

as

an

concerns

evolving,

or

emerging,

visualization, bringing

The play leads up to the finale in which he finally

This stage is prepared for by Hyllus' first-hand observation

appears.

Before that

of his father at Cenaeum.

was

the complicated, mediated

(for all that suddenly illuminating) view of Heracles given through
Lichas, Deianira.

messenger,

The whole has a prelude at some apparent

remoteness from the rest in which the

time past
to

us

mythic hero of the exploits of a

figures in Deianira's meditation.

I do not suppose the Tr. aims

give us this picture purely for its own sake.
about him

-

if anything

-

it will presumably tell over these representations

and their development which I now, as a
to observe

.

.

member of the audience, sit down

.

Under
to represent

But whatever it is telling

cover

of the indirect media of 'Part 1' Sophocles has freedom

the phenomenon and probe the psyche of the hero.

We are

given Heracles of myth, splendid winner, and a brutally frank view of the

3.

Mythic Heracles is

man.

by us only through Deianira and

seen

Heracles 'homo' in the reports of messenger and Lichas but

chorus;

also, and of

course

In Deianira Heracles'

primarily, through his wife.

mythic and human aspects find compatibility and unity, given their

temporal distribution

-

their prominence at different points

scale of Deianira's life.
and

won

from home, making for an anxious womanly

play:

time of Heracles homo.

reflections

on

the time-

As young delicate beauty Deianira is wooed

time of mythic Heracles.

by Heracles:

on

But he is much

away

Deianira of the time of

This Deianira

opens

our

the play with dark

past, present, future and where I said Heracles' different

aspects find compatibility in Deianira this rather too-harmonious

picture obscures an important factor of technique in the representation of the

mythic hero:

contrast.

picture of Heracles

-

The achievement of Part 1 is to constitute its

externals and interior

conveyed personality of Deianira.
man

-

mind, motives, actions

sets him off

him typically

-

about the splendidly

Sophocles will represent the inner

by bringing him into human scale through

-

his interactions with human kind
But to represent

-

(Eurytus, Iole)

as

reflected in Deianira.

the universally known hero of myth

against Deianira as she remembers herself in youth.

is Deianira of the mentioned

-

he

This

qualities, particularly of the

antipolar in aesthetic and sensibility to Achelous and Achelous meets his
match in Heracles.
hand.

She cannot bear to look

the contrast.
heroine.

Heracles is paired with Achelous for Deianira's
on.

This becoming

delicacy reinforces

Deianira-on~her~own provides the key note for our

Heracles is absent;

her loneliness and anxiety.

4

play's

the elements of Deianira's situation are

Her fate is as woman alone, if not quite to

4.

catch at straws, to take help where

destiny into her
ignorance

-

own

hands.^

She takes

to establish the contrast

arena

-

through

In the early play Deianira

through

and delicacy

ok/cs"

whereby Heracles is viewed.

Heracles grapples with Achelous;
roy

prologue,

Ccv

The first

are at a

distance

been the heroine's
and perceives

marriage to

a

rr«f

a,

Both instances, the stasimon and

aKolrav.

from it in time and genre.

from the immediate action, separated

The vehicle in the

introspection:

case

of the prologue has

she has reviewed her courting days

that her fears of then

harbinger of the anxieties of

were a

husband whose heroism abroad entails absence from home..

Sophocles allows himself freedom of interpretation of Heracles'
story in the interest of "dramatic truth."

technique

-

involved

Te^arojvcx.^'cc

forms a part

-

is plainly evident.

princess back in time to before the labours.

episode Deianira discourses with the chorus,

comparing carefree youth and the anxieties of
mere

a

married life.

homily since, coming before the arrival of the

heralding
this

There is

this, however.

In the first

not

It has

"reinterpretation of the tradition" in taking the hero's marriage

to the Aetolian

to

This aspect of the dramatic

his construction of the picture of Heracles in Deianira of

which Heracles

more

-

again sets off the heroic from the human in exactly the same

stasimon

way.

finally to take her

decision, slips

a

though acting fully consistently.

distances herself from the heroic

the

she finds it;

news

news

in

a

of Heracles, it

prepares us

.

This is

messenger

for Deianira's encounter with

direct way and at time present.

Her soliloquy of the

,

5.

prologue showed us Deianira with her thoughts.

Come the first

episode she will face in practice what it is for cu/n. rrafPcWou
This convergence of the action onto

to face.

'time present' is

particularly effected through Deianira's description of the oracle
applies to the present time (173 ff.)-and time present

whose message

edged towards in the heroine's concluding fears and anxieties.

is

tension of this is relieved

The first

through

a

by the

messenger

episode, then, brings

The

arriving with good news.

us on to contemporary

Heracles

review of his recent history of the last 15 months.

This is

'phase two' of the portrayal of the hero, bringing him decidedly closer
to Mensch than

in

phase

Heracles' safety.

could.

your

anxiety." (180)

or

The

a

comforting

be ushered

7

such

as

-

but

Phase two divides into two sub-

view of Hercules Victor.
news,

my

She has been worried about

(i) Lichas dispells Deianira's

impressions, a sort of montage:

anxiety with

seems to

From this moment she can know him safe

unwittingly v/orks towards his ruin.
phases

Phase two in fact

He says, "First of messengers I release you,

by the peripeteia.

lady Deianira, from

one

(ii) The other side of the coin.

it is, gives us a certain picture of H to

view:-

i.

Visited Eurytus;

ii.

Treacherously killed Eurylus'

iii.

Disgraced by Zeus for this, was made a slave.

iv.

Stung by this disgrace (first glimmer of something honourable)

got himself insulted; got drunk; was bounced.
son at

Tiryns for

revenge.

took mercenaries to Oechalia to punish Eurytus as

for the evil that he put his way.

responsible

6.

Killed Eurytus, sacked Oechalia, sent back prisoners.

v.

When he's done with

Lichas:

thanking Zeus for victory

know that he will return.
Present

Chorus:

Deianira:

news

Plow should I

husband's deeds.

my

What

an

going

rejoice at these happy tidings of

.

But then, what the news meant to Deianira was

that Heracles was safe.

added bonus:

not

bright!

amazing thing to say when there's nothing in this record

that's not reprehensible'.

an

.

and future prospect

If

as

well

as

safe, victorious too

witness these captives;

-

well, that's

Heracles sacrificing.

Before

discuss another factor contributing to the overall good

on to

impression of the news

we

notice that Lichas' tidings, whatever their

content, would seern to have immediate authority in confirming prevailing
rumours

Lydian

about Heracles

woman;

credibility be

reported by Hyllus (67 ff):

Eurytus imminent

war on

a

as

reputation

accordingly does,
on

-

the main

as

point

new

a

That

exifi.)^

Divert

with perfect justification he might, by
-

his demeaning bondage.

implications of this:

Iole.

(Deianira knew about Iphitus,

since that was the cause of their Trachinian

elaborating

moral

He had to avoid mentioning

diverting attention from Oechalia.

attention he

Also, that if

in progress.

Well, almost, taking into account Lichas' rhetoric,

the aforementioned factor.

of course,

a

merit, Lichas' news, appeared eminently credible,

because unflattering.

meant

or

bondage to

and the worst slur

on

Heracles'

Lichas addresses himself to the

good smokescreen.

He becomes a sort of

olympian commissioner and enters some special pleading on Heracles'
behalf:

but for H resorting to guile when he killed Iphitus he would not

have had to render account to Zeus.

Lichas here has

recourse

to

7.

theological principle to aid his purpose.

What

might perhaps most strike a viewer of this impression of

iViK.cs

the

appear

iS how

subjective it

A bad picture made to

good (heroic) for the victor by circumstance and manipulation.

Not least among the circumstances

is D of the moment, anxious wife

of the import of Lichas' news is quite

Her uncritical acceptance

of H.
in

seems.

keeping with her part.

(Sophocles,

noted, has D married to H from before the labours.

as

9

This, I believe, is the fundamental innovation of the play.

tradition,*^

A

again, has an archery contest for Iole's hand with H, at

the end of his labours and desiring marriage, competing.
has him

already married to D by this time

would seem, no archery contest.
the lines of the parallel
messenger

359-60

a

(265 f)

contest.

This

adaptation of,
are meant to

not a

on

a

tradition^]

and consequently, as it

wooing either, in that case, along

What Lichas says

- as

related by the

is to be taken as it stands in S's set-up:

~

Eurytus for his daughter
insults

jjMo

-

But Sophocles

as

just like that'.

ufio\>

the theme of archery
seems

to be

vestigial

seem to

-

H asked

Yet Eurytus

glance at this business of

S's concession to,

or

surely essential element of this phase of the myth.

take

Eurytus1 insults

on

the theme of archery

as a

We

Sophoclean,

^

Lichan, touch)

Lichas' account of Heracles' visit to Eurytus, then, will be found
to be

part truth only

violently in love.
Heracles used

-

lacking mention of Iole with whom Heracles fell

Concerning Iphitus Lichas tells

guile did Zeus have

cause to

be

us

angry

that only because

with his

son.

This

8.

must be

special pleading because the given motives (insults, etc.)

not in

are

proportion to Heracles' requital.

divinely-decreed punishment Heracles
Eurytus to book
of his
that

disgrace.

A balancing of the books

This is how things

the

would

apparent motives

picture, would

hands

no

went on to swear to

(by enslavement of him and

Eurytus, not Heracles, was the

own

And then far from accepting

seem to

and

-

seem to

less than of

we

one to

stand

on

his

family)

up to

bring

12
as

the

cause

this point might suggest

whom further justice

was

Lichas' account

Eleracles'

-

on

due.

have not mentioned Iole who, once in

be the real

Eurytus' later.

cause

of

Iphitus' death at Heracles'

This however anticipates our

'impression B':
Tr.351

Messenger:
witness

-

I heard this

man say -

and

many

others

were

that for the sake of this girl Heracles overcame

lofty-towered Oechalia, that Eros alone of gods 'wrought
those deeds of

nor

arms

not his

-

the fate of Iphitus,

side and tells another story.

to

one

to

prevail

concubine in secret
made

war on

the city

said, Eurytus
city.

And

-

was

he got up some petty

of which she

to

was a

-

him to do

Omphale,

Now he pushes Eros

For, indeed, when he

her father to give him his daughter

on

Eurytus and

on

Lydian toils, his servitude

hurled down to his death.

present to

was

to have her

complaint

as a

citizen and of

as

not able

his

pretext and

which, he (Lichas)

the ruler, killed the prince her father and sacked the

now you see

he

comes

design, lady, nor as a slave.

sending her to this house

Do not expect that.

he's burning with passion for her.

not without

It is not likely if

So I

I

thought best, Madam to tell you all I heard from this

not the

was

only

one

who heard

assembled in the meeting place

refute him.
I have put

many

-

of the Trachinians.

It pains me to tell you what is

Deianira the messenger

-

but at least

messenger's revelation of what Lichas

resolved (369),

The question may arise,

messenger

he

as

to bring it to her

says,

therefore, whether

we can

take the'

speech as basically Lichas' words, what again the

content of the

own

unwelcome

too will

Because that was so at odds with what Lichas told

public.

notice.

They

were

the record straight.

This speech represents the
said in

others did also who

claims (370),

contribution,

or

whether parts of it represent the messenger's

How in particular are the

do they represent

Lichas'

own

words

or

underlined words to be taken:

does the messenger here refer to

Lichas' other version byway of pointing out the discrepancy?
first alternative,

of her;

heard

that it

you say

was

(a) 476;

Lydian

which this maid had kindled."

Lichas' words.

which

as

am

was overcome

He said that she

was

the

cause

generally known

or

Heracles captured

and not the Lydian

inside story, the truth of the matter
But it was Lichas himself

(Deianira) the apparent circumstances.

thinking of 431 f.) make him

by his desire

messenger's speech then is basically

The

Lichas here gives the

your

sacked the city but the passion

lay behind the apparent circumstances.

who gave us

(I

woman

"One who in

Messenger:

In public Lichas did not merely say that

Oechalia for Iole,
woman etc.

(b) 431

that the whole city

not the

I take the

The words of Lichas at other

if it is that, as correct.

places make this clear:
presence

man.

seem to

His words here

take the apparent circumstances

indeed to expound these himself

so as to

be able to

10.

As Lichas is supposed to be bringing news to a place

refute them.

which has received only some rumours he is perhaps best seen as
involved in the second alternative
of narration,

showing

up

the

manner

Lichas is

convenient fiction

a

of his representations makes him

as

clearly bent

far

Strange behaviour, I think, in

If the form and

Lichas' behaviour.

manner

a servant

seem

accident
intent on

embarrassment to her.

are

concerned.

...

(481) that it

was to

It

does

so

avoid paining

identity and significance of Iole.

He told the crowd about Iole,

would reach Deianira?

he had discretion

exposing these circumstances

of Lichas' words raise eyebrows,

He tells Deianira

this does not wash.

on

Heracles' actual motives

as

her that he withheld from her the

news

an

the merely apparent, pretextual nature of the 'apparent

circumstances.'
as

and, unless this is merely

was

He behaved

But

Did he not think

bound to and with

compounded

senselessly and carelessly.

If

equal to his claim of sparing her feelings he would have

been reticent with the crowd

-

or

told them what he told her.

But Lichas

1 3
was

anything but reticent

as

the pointed nature of his declarations

One's impressions are of a Lichas playing to the

about Heracles tells.

gallery, regaling the crowd with the
the

news

seems

takes it upon

and this is probably

then that in 351-365 Lichas for the benefit of the crowd

himself to

dirty linen in public.

expose

his master.

Heracles, if

we

to believe that the reasons Lichas has

on

-

key to understanding him.

It

for

of Iole

sacking Oechalia.

Lichas is washing Heracles'

believe Lichas, wants the world
exposed

as

pretextual

were

his

reasons

Heracles also wants to believe them for there he is

Cape Cenaeum sacrificing to Zeus and he will want Zeus to believe them

11.

as

well

unless all he is

-

thanking Zeus for (all hecatomb's worth) is

Too bad about Eurytus

granting him Iole.

-

and Oechalia.

objected to Iphitus being killed so flagrantly.

But Zeus

That is explicitly stated

14

by

less an authority than Lichas

no

-

why not Eurytus also, in whose

c/

case

consists not in

the

being thrown from the walls while

eye

and mind, whatever their respective preoccupations, were not on Heracles
but in

being killed simply for refusing to give

-

or

is it give up?

-

his

daughter to Heracles?

Lichas' version to Deianira, corresponding to what would meet
the eye

of

any

observer of Heracles' recent history, invited

below-the-

surface inspection which, once undertaken, made all too evident

Lichas'

But if things looked nastier below the surface Iole's

whitewashing.

involvement puts all in even worse light.

The suspect

side of Lichas

into his characterization

what he has to say to

arms

-

telling

Oechalia.

us now

For

-

one

which Sophocles

seems to

have built

to a critical attitude even towards

the Malian folk.

through his version to Deianira.
he is

-

We are meant to, and can, see

But it seems difficult to

see

past what

in particular concerning lole's part in the sack of

Sophocles

seems to

have squashed (see

p.

7)

our

temptation to suspect suppression by Lichas here, as well, of mention of
the

archery contest as mitigation in Heracles' sack of Oechalia for Iole's

sake.

Our Lichas

seems too

cast about in vain for

feel.

But

does it

help (see above,

we

transparent to be true.

that Heracles had

p.

That is what

something to give him the lie.

we

Nor

7f) to think that Lichas is being one-sided

some cause

against Eurytus in the pretexts given.

-

12.

This is

two basic

perhaps the occasion to reflect that Sophocles shows

techniques, in this phase, of representing the hero:

explicit report (and reconstruction);

and

a

by

method of suggestion by

implicit contrast (or interrelation) of the heroic and the ordinary in terms
of which the former is

We formed

seen.

our

picture of Heracles earlier

by implicit contrast with the youthful Deianira.
set up

Now perky Lichas is

in some manner of interrelation with unseen Heracles.

significance of this interrelation is latent.

It lies dormant through the

play's working out of the effects of Lichas' disclosures
It

comes

into the open

upon

Deianira.

with Hyllus' return home and description of his

father's sacrifice at Cenaeum.
the human soul of Heracles.

Lichas' disclosures seemed to open up

They laid bare motives and actions

against the resistence of our prejudice.
same man

The

-

even

But this Heracles is not the

surely as the.one Hyllus shows, a serene,
-

Heracles whose

TO-

(Ph. 1440 ff.).

*

rrf°S

! iDj Tcwfya

Lichas' latest angle

^rtf'

tfavT<*-

give these words (esp. 1442) a certain, shall

twist.

Not

we say,

Lichas and his disclosures

to him as he sacrifices in all

than man, he is a force.

peculiarity of his

own

piety to his father Zeus.

He is Vitality.

He is Zeus' son and his life

This is

rjYnarqg

Zco<Z

ironic

for Heracles.

This is the contrast.

human point

"

Heracles and Oechalia would

on

seem to

so

•

thinking Sophocles has shown elsewhere: tooto

on

of view but forget that

why Lichas

can expose

a

we

as

nothing

Heracles is

He is beyond good and

earth is transcendent.

human life which

are

more

evil.^

This shows in the

contemplate and judge from a

Heracles is

him unflinchingly

a

-

law unto himself.

though not with impunity.

1

13.

At Cenaeum Heracles sacrifices to his father and his

own son

Hcraclos is here in interrelation with deity

Ilyllus is there to see him.
and the view that Hyllus

brings us seems to derive something from the

third manifestation:

mythic hero

not

/Wf

nor

(The reflex of the blighted Heracles

but the demi-goa.

Hyllus (797) is for his son to share his fate.
Heracles' subconscious

sense

father-decreed destiny.

own

on

first seeing

This is the action of

of destiny, father extending to son his

It

were

'character' in this action, see also p.

only part of the thing to read

81

).

Hyllus' picture of

Heracles contrasts with the foregoing one with which we are meant to

compare

of the

the highly mediated, vacillating, all too man-made view

it:

man

f
The

re TrWfwv Hjxl

"is

enr'h^

Km^J-vt-To

—

.

simple certainty and sereneness of the picture here is in contrast

with the uncertainties and
As

and Deianira,

worked out between Lichas, messenger

Easterling notes,
a

p.

busy deviousness of

our

concept of hitherto.

167, Hyllus' recall at 753-4 of Inches' speech

reminder that Hyllus knows nothing

of what has been revealed to
16

Deianira:

the truth about Iole,

and H's real motives for war."

Perhaps Hyllus' naivety colours his observation of Heracles.
overall impression given of him through Plyllus owes

Hyllus' nature and circumstances render him
scene's ambience

(much

as

Lichas

was

more

Or the

something to 'empathy':

sensitive to record the

well qualified to transmit

a

base

view).

My 'impression' of Heracles derived from Hyllus' narrative is
enhanced by

Ilyllus' point of view

-

his idolization of his father

-

and

14.

linguistic features of the narrative.

Hyllus11 narrative that
feature of

our

play:

we are

its

very

opposed to direct drama

as

'epic' medium.

this

-

It is, I think, particularly in

conscious of what seems to be a special

substantial deployment of narrative passages
with the descriptive features that go with

The solemnity and sincerity attached to the

impression given here of H is conveyed by the objective ceremonial
detail

presented in

offlhov;

.

a tone

;

tre-pvcGv/

(a purely 'epic' touch?);

rro>*/V

. •

«,K.£o$i'vitfu

k'

of matter-of-fact praise worthiness:

rforraia,

the rearrangement in Hyllus' mouth of details

previously given by Lichas:
Lichas'

Eofta ;.5/ cv9'

a.*.rr{ rU ear'
T

Hyllus1

aK?rj
/

*

/

/

"

(iCTlV,

more

are a matter

✓

( iTA.rf^<o

II

resonant.

re-

of style and effect.

tl

Hyllus presents things

epithet ( c^rpt

as

)

); Hyllus introduces reverence

]y,^u.iov

) into the ceremonial detail where Lichas

re

or

tongue-in-cheek:

y~)7}a£a,

-r-c-Yrj r1

Ceremonial detail:

««<■«-,

he prays with

was more

is informative

is more emotive of piety and also descriptively
Ai

tto>u 9^r ewf

(cf. E.M. Craik, 99 f.); the fulsome hecatomb.
reading

ipcj'iK.'iyo-rp^

.

^

( <xi<-fcy

(fvVt'ciSc^ (-V5-2. f.)

/

An1-

blandly informative

rtpty'fkv'

,

*

A

£yt?CU

descriptively and complimentary:

sets off information

us ag-va.

^^'7 f. )

(iuj(job$ bf'iZpL T£(Jt\/t'a,v
changes

£>T

•

reSq

cvjoipit^t-vcr-roi

n<j

IC^ycUoy

The

• •

ZrjvC rrjs

rj
become

i^racj ft^vobs

f•) Ot&fk

/\a

eg^rtu.

of

764 helps

me:

Jebb's note

on

the

"H. standing before the altar

uplifted hands to Zeus, is thrown into stronger relief

15.

than if

)•

(sprinkling of
At all events the

significance of Hyllus here as he relays the

at Genaeum is that

scene

Karg'f yero

imagined merely in the brief act denoted by

through him

we

have for the first time

uncomplicated indirect view of contemporary Heracles.
at

only one remove from a direct view.

Before

we try

We are

an

now

that, however,

doyen of implicit (interrelational) depictions:

it remains to consider the

Heracles in Deianira.

As the

•

of his fate.

play develops the picture of H, it unfolds the development
It is in

Heracles' fate.

In

Sophocles8 Deianira that

1 7

Meleager tell his story, might see his

not

by

was

brought low from

any commensurate

magical

or

supernatural

said and what transpires.

conspicuous Meleager:
^

«

>

/

*

y^tpev <-/ rrcLc*.

Not far wrong

woman

as

q
^

«

y&ovt•

-

his mother

r($

soon

pforwv

v

-

wielding

his sister,

after seeing the

roioorov
f

5

q

;

Heracles in Hades now

boar-slaying predecessor (168),

own

in a mirror.

But the irony is in the meeting, what's

she kept it, in the family.

His

fate

unexpected and quite unlikely quarter,

rtc

heart that he would marry

peripeteiic.

^

own

And Heracles said it

,

observe

and in whom H, as'he hears

19
-

identifies with his

own

an

foe but by a

power.

we can

with H in Hades the poet with an eye

for the tragically ironic has arranged

Meleager

observe the march of

Bacchylides' Meleager (Gde V)

like H, whose meeting

someone

we

v

soafter his

someone

c^.yiaa,

.

Richly

manly vitality which will not let him stop long in

16.

commiseration

or

philosophizing (160 f.) urges him to this.

affirms that he leaves behind

'irt

Meleager

Aco-uVCri^aV,

ev

Vf)iV

y^vci-o-i KQe\^ifJ[b^e>Toi> and breaks off here.
Bacchylides provides

a

useful comparison and contrast in

matters of intention and dramatic

to the

irony of fate.

-

particularly with respect

In Bacchylides it is given to Meleager to reflect

in himself the fate of Heracles

(though Heracles is there in
of the two heroes is

technique

and, to

person to

some extent,

the personality

attend to both).

The encounter

fraught with peripety and its fellow-travellers,

20

tragedy and irony.
as

it seems,

This ironic, fateful story Sophocles takes up,

where Bacchylides left off.

Sophocles will not have H
He has him married to her from

return from this labour to woo Deianira.

much earlier.

And Il's fate marches forward in Deianira,

something,

perhaps, like Meleager's diminishing in his mother's brand.
like this in

a

mechanism

or

fate is

simile naturally does not do justice to the intricacy of
agency

of H's extinction in Sophocles

envisaged for the moment

with the

as

-

but if Heracles'

the progressive burning of a brand

brighter spurts of flame at periodic concentrations of resin,

of these concentrations is

Deianira and Iole

one

represented by the working of Deianira's

jealousy most effectively represented in

is to

Putting it

a context

(Sophocles adjusting the legend

face-to-face of

of

a

so

that Lichas' errand

bring Iole, not fetch a robe) and most graphically by comparative

reference to the experience of Deianira at

Iole's

age:

a

rich seam in the

early working of the play.

What S and B have in

common

is their ironic vision of

a

Heracles

who, in his indomitable drive, is undercut by a quite characteristic

17.

initiative which works itself out in

and fateful

to turn his

The bold, characteristic initiative in B was

pathways.

thoughts to action

the sister of the

utterly unexpected, paradoxical

-

and that was to desire marriage with

mighty, tragic hero standing before him.

initiative has another's sister as its goal.

In S bold

Its result is to introduce

her, in quite offhand manner, to Deianira who is now H's wife and
awaits him

fate person to person

but Deianira.

But D meets Iole twice.

identifies

man

he

In Sophocles not Heracles meets his

anxiously at Trachis.

(as H, dare I

say

a

girl with whom she

it, identified with Meleager1. ).

.

.

.

H knew the

But D just noticed this girl among the

identifying with.

was

First she meets

captives of her husband's victory, a girl with D's serious sensitivity,
D's nobility in her looks.
she had met in her

so

-

not a stranger,

actually knows

very

as

then it struck D

Iole, then,

else

was

It was not

Things happen

process

even

captive but instead

H's passion for her.

information net.

war

which

while D compassionately

To

so

Brutally put

-

but

(This is the actual force of Lichas' deception).

brutally.

no-one

captives here.

unfortunate victim of

just an unfortunate victim of war.

was no

that she and

an

when she knew at last whom

intimately because her husband knows her

intimately, had known her intimately
thought of her

anew

arbitrarily turns the free to slaves but someone whom

dramatically,

she

D met her

someone

with so specific a fate

the object of the victory that brought these

war

s

that brought Iole sadly to Trachis, it was
tl

<itivw ;

that D is uncompromisingly held in the

In great part

the interest of the first episode is in its

of the truth concerning H's recent exploits.

But the supreme

18.

moment of interest comes with

D's active involvement in the process.

She is subjected to a sort of media-assault, in stages:

this is shattered by the messenger's

brings her relief from anxiety;
revelation of Lichas'

deception, the effect exacerbated by Lichas'

shameless sensationalism.
for D there is

putting to him

Finally in the passive stages of this process

for D, and

-

dissemination.

us

of

was

to

These propositions,

be, Lichas

swore to

the defensive)

summing

up

the case against

lole, Eurytus' daughter;

was

21

"

it, Heracles'

;

the city

Eurytus was sacked not by the Lydian woman etc. but for Iole's sake)

poise the matter
contribution long
increases the

over our

heads.

Deianira brings it down to earth

held back in the wings.

her

This delayed participation

For she allows the hypothetical

the matter to-and-fro-ed between messenger
real

-

impact of her contribution, in effect the achievement of

'objective truth1 at subjective cost.

and Lichas

by volunteering to accept the hypothetical

into the breach

of

on

three propositions as of his own

-

Heracles, (the captive that Lichas brought
she

(much

cross-examination of Lichas

a

welcome news

as

-

actual.

-

to become

She steps

readily, in fact, that not only does she, for the sake

so

knowing the truth, accept the actuality of Ii's love from Iole, which is

the point at issue, but also of
moment is the

will

see

a

same

terms as herself

-

she raises her in her mind to

competitor thus preparing the ground for jealousy.

not wise to oppose

he will, and me;
I blame my

Such at the

expansive impulse of D's passion for the truth that she

Iole in the

the status of

Iole's for Heracles (447).

love, like a boxer facing

why not another like

husband..

.

(441 ff.).

me.

up.

So I

D is initiating

"It is

Love rules the gods as
am

-

senseless indeed if
or

manifesting

-

the basic mood of the play, love
of loneliness and anxiety

thinking

my

rhesis

which love, of course,

can

of heart.

be observed that D

-

as

and messenger

-

seems

to embrace

own

a

a

least, a natural

as

it were, seeking this.

■

what, while not yet quite real, she never could in

n.18) she

-

seems to promote

And in

so

inevitably react.

in this frame of mind

-

of her

doing she
While

D can face the

competitor as, in her judgement, 'acceptable1, natural

given her knowledge of the power of love and her knowledge of Heracle

Of

course

she cannot accept

this in practice

realization only once she actually
in

were,

state of mind to which she must

possibility of

or, at

had not yet obtained Lichas" admission of the

pressing Lichas for the truth

-

-

accord what must in the end do her harm.

enters

have seen.

accept Iole then has a change

effect only

Hence by some paradox (cf.

reality.

we

When she spoke acceptingly of Iole

significance of lole and her words
D

to

But in D's

passion for truth, as

seems to

But this is an apparent

(So also Waldock, 9 8).

one.

underlies) and

about at the heart of the play.

love/passion sublimates
It

she

we are now

(successor to the opening mood

practice.

knows

-

but

can come to

the truth and confronts reality

Of the artist's handling of dramatic action here and in the

complementary rhesis after the stasimon two things

proceeds with much psychological naturalness;
study in epistemological psychology:
and

that

can

be said:

it

it has the character of a

the will in contexts of theoretical

practical knowledge.

This milieu of the states of

irony's natural setting.

knowledge

-

and reality seems to be

Or as D would have it, r<?

8

tl

At 447 in the
Iole

course

of her

'hypothetical' rhesis she considers

f->r/S

yerair'tco rc"o yjoev aio-^oU

These lines must put us in

epjot,

KaKpd

mind of the evil which Iole will occasion
Not so much (in

though not, just as D says, be responsible for.
terms of mere

r ivos.

activity, anyway) as D herself.

And not

so

much again,
22

of course, as Heracles, this time in terms

If Deianira could have remained true

with

Cypris)

23

once

-

if she had not fallen

exposes

for humankind

it

-

the roots of tragedy:

I might quote

Spinoza

on

this point

unde illud Poetae natum:

(Ethics IV

deteriora sequor.

Heracles' fate marches

..

-

if it weren't

prop

on

so

et

omni

Video meliora, proboque,

17 schol.).

in Deianira

-

and Iole is Deianira's

.

Where D says
>

(462 f.)q£e r'o^

loves Iole

a

is surely H.

great deal

-

I bear

no

r<b

tpi~XfeiV.

.

.

She must

mean:

Even if PI

in view of the extraordinariness of this girl

in relation to all his other

-

el}

/

the subject of

home'

that

the tenuousness of the truth

boni et mali cognitio animi. commotiones excitat et saepe

libidinis generi cedit;

fate

It is here, in the human psyche,

Homines opinione magis quam vera ratione commoventur;

strong:
vera

her

and the conditions that annul the resolves made upon

490 ff.

v.

prey to

she knew the truth she would not have caused her

husband's death and her suicide.

Sophocles

(without doing vain battle

to the speculative wisdom that she wore when she

essayed to have Lichas admit
feelings

of actuation itself.

loves, she being the only

malice toward her

one

he's 'brought

(indeed, I pity her for what it's

24

her), J '

done to

The extra ordinariness of Iole has been marked by

Sophocles in his own arrangement of the legend

-

for he has Lichas

bring her to Trachis where tradition has Lichas' mission to fetch the
robe.

The Sophoclean face-to-face of D

and I

that of Meleager whom he meets in
have D meet her fate.

When she

Hades.

feels for Iole in the

was

same terms:

courted by H and Achelous she

marriage with the best of men;

see

Ares

fates.

D

ruined her life (465)

(D's beauty brought her union in
was a sort

of best

man at

lole's

in the euphemism Sophocles has applied to the rape of

p.32.f) heightens the pathos of Iole's fate.

adumbration of fate in Sophocles as comparison

an

-

In her rhesis 436 ff.

her beauty has

and the irony of the conjunction here

Iole:

-

For so also does Sophocles

feared that her looks would prove her loss.

-

I have suggested

Bacchylides V where the fate of H is adumbrated in

is reminiscent of

'marriage'

-

Sophocles represents Iole here in

a

It is not so much

-

and exchange of

tragic reflection from D's

but this is only to mark a stage in the action which will effect a

reversal of fates.

Earlier

on

in the

same

rhesis D

-

remarkably

-

represents I as set on equal footing with herself by universal Eros.
This attitude in D again
Eros not

of

a

a

subject of his reign.

succession of attitudes

for him while he

the accidents of

case

-

the

tt.

Iole is

a

victim of

This remarkable attitude in D is

love-pot

-

beginning when

the captives without knowing her identity,

war

one

in which R's fate is brewed

proceeds to the sacrifice at Cenaeum

D notices I among

the

heightens I's

in fact the intentions of her

p.

17

:

husband, not least in

of the girl she singles out while wondering who she is,

<xV<tv<ff«?s Vj

,

but deciding she must be

rn^-f

Q~^Vc-z

.

D's contemplation of I in the perspective of normal life is immediately

Sympathy, equality, identification

pathetic in its irony.
its

own

up to

an

local irony

picking out I's misfortune

identification with fate and tragedy

then,

messenger's arrival

stasimon which represents

and action.

her

-

own

-

towards) love in her

are

are
some

-

in line with the initiation of reversal

and stage

D's rubicon.

very

up

irony past irony to the first

She now comes to decision

two rheseis on either side of it.

vengeance

is the play's

different treatments of (attitudes in D

rhesis she moved quite some way

a

all add

and represent

The first stasimon, to change the metaphor,

watershed, evident in the

herself with

-

25

These moments,
with the

sharply

D's identifications with Iole

the master irony of reversal:

of its stages.

more

each with

-

She comes back to

from herself.

in the second.

In the first

lole is all suspended until

after the first stasimon when the whole thing is let fall to the ground.
The effect of realization is

conveyed to devastating effect in D's

language:

3

i<-0ftj./

,

roV

cc*X"V

/

ujcrer
■

26

<^cv'e?c.
The first stasimon is about love:

and movement

stasimon.

(mood and theme, if

you

this effects continuity

will)

on

of matter

either side of the

But the attitude to love on either side is

fundamentally

different and the stasimon marks the essential break and discontinuity:
the crisis.

(The arrangement of rheseis about the first stasimon

perhaps be represented

as

love-in-abstract;

concrete love;

may

love-in-

23.

the play moves from abstract, across the stasimon and into

reality;

reality).

Relative to the rheseis the stasimon sets love in a different

time and genre.

So it acts

foil to them.

as

The circumstances of the present
receive

-

the rape of Iole in war

*

p.

48 ).

viitcv;

aect

on

•

<

The first line

o-peVcx-

a

*

'

'

KuiTfK

/j/

.

i

(Discussed

foil the athletic setting of the past duel of love.

as

-

and

with equal reference to

well

f

assimilates the stasimon to the foregoing matter of the ravishing
✓

effects of love.

2C-v<;

We may

be put in mind of the line

(26^

apItMioS /u»"fc«Ds

D.

-

context?

event is matched

and contest

At the

~

of Heracles' victory over Achelous for

a

pregnant conjunction looking out for

by a blurring of the distinction between bloody battle
28

time as,

in the form of

an

and time-scale of the mainstream of events,
a

critical point in the plot it

intrusion into the

foresignals the launching into that stream,

of

a

and

the mythic-fantastic element which D will shortly introduce

in the form of the robe anointed with the

with H,

genre

the first stasimon marks

for the first time, of what has hitherto been thought distinct

separate:

>'r

This fluidness in the divine determination of the

of strength.

same

&

27

^

another apt

re>*c$

she encountered Nessus.

philtre stored

up

since when,

If the first stasimon marks

a moment

parting of ways it also looks forward to the Great Convention, the

briefing concerning which the chorus receive in D's second rhesis
itself takes

present.

place under Hyllus1

eyes at

-

Cenaeum, the play's split-

but

The anointed robe communicates between D in the present

and

H in the present.

(The fact that they

world-apartness.

There seems to be symbolic significance in their

separateness in the play
this is most strongly
contrast of D and

comes

fit-for-any-monster H, needing

The robe is H's

the

as

it is the

on

the

way

destiny

-

further comment).

riv\'0

on

It is

"<t

nfciKrw-f?.

this is reserved until p.

The ironies that

arc

the destination of his fate marching

29

vital element in his

seem to converge

of

(i.e. his recent past).

H's destiny is bi-oracular.
one

no

expression of D's fate represented by lole.

(fa VC-ga-

and links

sense

linking with the smaller

play's ironies coming home to roost:

otvaodos

A

the meeting-fusion-of past and. present, H's

full circle,

representing the present

in D

essential disparateness.

conveyed in the mythological flash-backs of the

But it is also to represent

destiny

an

-

their

never meet suggests

destiny with another.

-

Discussion of

).

83

come

One oracle explains the other

home to roost then, are ironies

from the present and from the past

on

which

Cenaeum.

Establishing the link between past and present is he who linked the
two banks of

Evenus, the ferry-centaur.

human and teratoid

that he

-

Nessus holds the

With

a

foot in two worlds

-

key, in the retributive eros

wields, to man's and beast's requital (it being only natural for

the basic ironies of past

and present to have linking them

Nessus' canniness confers

on

him

a

status among

minor characters which Lichas' irrepressibility

a

master-irony).

the play's mythological

30
gave

him among human

25.

There is decidedly more of the human than the teratoid about

ones.

Impressively well-informed he knows H and his

his rnind.

He's got its constitution and properties by the book:

poison.

life, reconstitutability, toxicity, mechanism of action.
the hero well
,

some

arrow

day.
Iole

shelf-

And knowing

enough he can bank on D having recourse to the philtre

31

comes

with Lichas.

Lichas goes with robe.

The long

'take' bounded by these blandly related events comprises the first two

it initiates the reversal in the messenger's

episodes and stasima;
arrival

('D knows him safe from this moment

-

but goes

on to

work his

destruction') and accomplishes it in the Robe.

It achieves a perhaps

indeterminate but certainly startling picture of

H's exploits of recently,
This 'objective'

giving an intimate picture of him in human aspect.

picture processed in the subjectivity of D gives us a new and profound

impression of the man

-

the

more

for his absence from stage.

much all-present, in D's consciousness.

from the

scene

derive

certain view of him in this way

side

a

H is pretty

of H with a_

this centres

undertakes

on

as

-

-

by juxtaposition of the human

'

This long take is rich in dramatic interest:

Iole, brought into prominence by the deception that Lichas

in the best interest of all parties.

process:

these factors work

circumstances as present.

an

lole revealed;

deception;
on

ineluctably to her fateful venture, as much set

reaction to

Y/e

32

human.

shock of the revelation, the effect of the
in the truth

Absent

D's

own

-

involvement

the heroine and bring her
up

for her by past

A concatenation of mental events

elevated, impossible stance

the

as

-

a

natural

she apprehends and

adjusts to the significance and presence of Iole in her home brings her

26.

Lichas' departure from Trachis is the natural

to decision and action.

destination of all this.
stasimon

He goes,

pointing us to Heracles.

This(Trachinian)

responsively anticipates the hero's return.

stasimon is interlude-like.

The 2nd

It suggests movements and anticipation by

conjuring up the spirit of the locality and an air of its inhabitants,
the Malian folk

looked back.

-

It

glimpsed in the foregoing episodes.
was

essentially D's ode.

keenly anticipating Heracles.

The 1st stasimon

The second looks forward

But both stasima give review with

The Trachinian stasimon reviews freshly disclosed

changed perspective.

It is interesting to note how the chorus turn the

events.

awareness

clock of

back, past the progressive sophistication we've had

on

these

events, to the first and primitive one, which they grasp as an ideal

(cf. first stasimon): the hero-warrior returning with the trophies of
prowess,

Ares having been aroused to give him release from his days

of toil.

Oechalia and the rape of lole thus

ends with hopes of

H's return in the influence of D's centaurian spell.

This ends the stasimon

the

on

robe) which the stasimon
Epilogue:

glanced at the stasimon

may

same note as

our

episode (Lichas off with

be said to round off.

Deianira's story

D returns.

nature of the

She reveals what she has discovered about the true

philtre.

Hyllus returns and

accuses

her.
j

^

744:
"

nvV
1

rfaZ)
1

a)

'

(Ut

Hyllus' accusation.
can

7w

a

c&rccC

tu/r^v

Deianira does not recognise herself in

Could she have done such

he have heard reports

This is

rraf

'

i

<w-fYac-Onc

She replies,

a

of these deeds which he

quite genuine response in D.

Hyllus

thing?
says

so

From whom

she's done?

uncompromisingly

confronts her with intent that though aware now what

she's done, in

the absence of all intent the shock of ratification of the deed throws
out all

self-recognition in Hyllus' charge,

D not

an

recognizing herself in this

way

is but confirmed by many

irony by which the poet has marked her progress to the present.

Or, these ironies, symptomatic of innocence of intent

(signifying

the future
of

unawareness

of one's

Others

(b)

in the service

are

Some of these ironies have been mentioned.

son.

discussed after

(b) v/hich gives another angle

on

744 ff.

On the other hand Hyllus in his reply to D takes her at face value:

"I know not from report but saw. .."
that D hopes against

shows up

now

looks

some

mistake after all and

The context of the preceding events

the pathetic irony of this.

For D

in hopeless desperation

vainly beyond herself for some loophole:

Hyllus' information,

These

So another signification of 744 ff,

hope that there's

Hyllus has been misinformed...

for

own agency

ignorance of

Fate) corroborate the innocence of intent evinced by her final

exchange with her

is

or

conditions,

we

some

mistaken

might well reflect

influenced her, starting with the

notes, p.62:

"When the

or

an

were

such as waylaid her,

(Gellie well

challenges Lic-has' account, his

evidence for the truth is not anything he knows of himself;
Lichas of lying on

earlier.

This

he convicts

the strength of something he had heard him saying

unsureness

because it points up
of H's presence,

source

not-to-be-relied-on report.

messenger's arrival.

messenger

indirect

about communication is important for the play

the isolation of the heroine.

she cannot

even

She is not only robbed

make reliable contact by report."

'Other Ironies'
-

(Lichas about to acknowledge his declaration

472 f.

leimoni);

boutherei

uj

Stcmotv

y

c-rtc-i

,

o~e

Ovqrijv ppewcni/ 9vr\V<^
Qfrjr*.

ambivalence of

,

^javQ>avu)

a-^Vcofjov/*> :

mortal matters affecting Heracles/

It is with these words that Lichas opens

merely human thoughts.
his reply to D

en

after her rhesis 436 ff

-

paraded in the foregoing

as

pretty fundamental to the tragic turn of the events of her hand.
rhesis D

opened:

tv*r&.(rrfcurr©to«/
opening if

ever was

Lichas runs,

rtf<5c

pjq,

ax- too

resounding, momentous

D's short concluding speech answering

...

490 ff: o-XX coSt

k<z<-

(ffcvoZpc-V thcrre

Ka urpt

v'oVoV

Qtolo-L

So<?fJaYoovrx-1,.

7-

ravnx

,

y' 6-tra.K.r^V

,

oX'b
r

cc-

DiraXov yc*n?s j

r^r aKftfV

emdv/pr)c TuS^V-a

This

6u?v>

crre^q<

eriicrrc-Xa-;

acopco<S ci-Ofa- Xpq ■i\-pccra.f>Jo<?<%c,

ai/rc

KA'C ra0r &'(['}< '

yap

oZ

<?vs'

✓-

fapvP

toJ&

ct'"Tc\ up

<Xo\'

.

/

In 491-2 continuing in

the

o~u>cf{U>\/

vein of her foregoing rhesis

(toleration of Iole) she determines to abide in this and

(further) ills of her
these words

raise up

as

v'acrai

she

own

making.

speaks.

But her own rhesis 436 ff. belies

She will

for Heracles.

not incur

wage

unholy

war

with gods and

(This is not in conflict with

i

Easterling's notice that
exploited to full range).
interlude stage up the

VecrcV

recalls 445.

The word is being

Verses 491-2 therefore, in this critical

messenger's initiating peripety.

29.

Commentators point to her

indicating that 'the poet

as

conceived her fatal

diction at 494 (

means us to

plan' (Kamerbeek;

understand that D has already

philtre which she would apply to H.

unconsciously ominous').

is

'D's choice of the word

Jebb:

has been influenced by her secret thought,
the

already turned towards

-

And at the

hence to

word

the word is

-

nyoo-u-fjoocrcK,

thoughts

philtre is to make them consciously ominous and

play havoc with the characterization?

already scheming

same time the

But isn't that the case

unconsciously ominous and to understand in
turned towards the

)

rr^o

To envisage her

understand D

means we are to

as •

as expressing

/

intentioned
very next

490-3 and betraying rebellious intent in the

breath.
tt

D

-

faithfully reproduces Nessus

fjqr\Y &tcnOLoV [

(576,

see

Kb~V<?<>

Y w VaiKT

uxrre

rr ')■ c-cv

ayrt crou

Easterling's note).

The chorus

-

crre't^1-

clever ambiguity:

replying to D when she consults them

fUcifcVat-

YY"!

on

the Robe, 5 92:

This would pick up To 8 £> cfewu rC

•

Seuo-J;

inter-communicating ironies developing the plot.
-At 600 D commits the robe to Lichas'

an

oath she made to send H

'

v',

t'

on

Vj k.WoijjL

I

O OjJ C'V i

I

<1/

trtcrV-u'pfiTl,.

well noticed in the commentaries.

this mention of the

\OOl[OL

crrtTc-i'/ yiru>Vl T!^>dtr «cll,
K«tyoy

The irony is

doing she reveals

so

hearing him safe, 610:

9

ifOT' C<orv 1/ t-<,

(^■CK^ew/

fate.

robe
\

?

OUrU>

a

In

care.

vow:

another item

The remainder of the

Of

new

interest is

(of. nn.18 and 29) in the irony of

exchange between Lichas and D until Lichas

-

departs is, as
that

can

one

might expect, fairly ruffled with irony:

be taken in

more

than

one way are

not to exceed the mandate of a messenger

exceeding it

~

617:

no

r£'xvilv'!

end of endeavouring

will prevent Lichas from

except with the patronage of Hermes

(

titre-f 'Efycu

which Lichas assuringly avers:

yo

f-qvJV

cr<j>a\cO &V col ifore-

oOTl

the lines

rfojOr+cV )

n-efjcre-uLo

£lV-c}

'
/

Lichas' task is really a thankless one at both ends;

But now the irony begins to wear thin:

only so far as Lichas knows.

o!cr@c<~

u-Yh

D:

<5V|

/vtv'

to- rqS

LuU<ks

.

;

cctrr

ofuV

d^ff>«.y»jV<*c

D's deceptive remark is, no doubt,

(the tables

are

O-

<?yiror'

rtfocSGfiyar' acrrjV

r&vyov

rjScViq

/

it's part of

-

CLiCrrfovv)

tt-ecjj.

/!>*»»

«orw(

"X

cKc>nc

tCic-^-etC

between D and H;

the table to steal H's love by

an

unconscious

conforming to which is 5 96 f: f-wov

C

\

or eye yo & 9 •

tu

-

K.e-cip,

in line with the deception of Lichas

turned) in the matter of the robe

irony, uniform with the pattern

Ci'vi?

(

(In its extent, the deception of Lichas is

appearances.

rtaf

625 (

Kay aicrrffz-

relative to Lichas

'

ttfac?crr\< ,
- or any

mediator

only because it is an attempt under
magic).

betrays a form of self-deception:

But at the same time, in this D

she has not in practice measured up

/

to the

(impossible) ideal in

she knows it, at least at

or

serves

plot

the clearer the light in

A final
£«■

passage,

-

.

An apparent self-deception:

sub-conscious level.

less oblique, of what we

Irony

flu's

already know

-

her vain strife

and characterization.

.

T-o>p>a.c, pgr1 eiricrr«U|v>qv

ju qr*

trcX

.

.

The sharper the irony

which D's guiltlessness is seen.

5 81 ff: km rrgtttipavrai

If
cpDrpis <5^ tc(V

A reminder then, more

Tm?e--j Rnv.a'i

eSfJ&k'oijvi, Tcis T-g- rc>

£orr&fp-(?<*. K.r.\.

May I not be thought a crafty user of magic.

Her point is

(Commentators

her as dissociating herself from those who practice

see

magic murderously
lines

by

and has

as

of disarming such as might think of her thus also.

no reason

one

herself

-

this habit

moment

who

to fear evil

Rather she wishes not to be thought

.

She dissociates

readily resorts to craft in general.

in her

own

mind

no

less than in the chorus1 presence

-

from

by putting forward as pressing (exceptional) her need of the

urc-ffi«■">• &TV

-

rqv

it's

.

more to

that events will make D look like practising
that she has in mind

psychological

gloss

eye nurtures

e.g.

call the tune in

seems to

the irony:

the point

ro>than

particular

a

the Scholiast whose

so

e.g.

She wishes to assure them that she intends no harm to Heracles,

Jebb:

of

way

Therefore they assure us that D speaks these

.

rb

:

this.-) Sophocles'

it does not require much

acquaintance with psychological theory to notice that D is subconsciously
reinforcing the trait she disavows

-

by transferring motivation to the

contingent she promotes the free operation of the psychical bias itself.
But

(this will

that interests

What is

a

as

rcy.^^^cxc,

-

Without this the

serving plot and

clytemnesterizes D.

sort of

not the

psychology but the irony

particularly arresting here is the introduction of

lOFtX"*

H

relief) it is

me.

personified whole

herself.

to

come as a

numerous

-

class,

from which D dissociates

instances of

Characterization, lack

a

a

irony, drawn attention

body.

But now

wiH be particularized later in the play

-

when

And in Tr.'s treatment of the oracle there is

(cf.n.lS) implicit Althaeization of D.

a

This gathering together

32.

in

6

identity of the ironies (some of them, for instance 473, 610 ff, 620,

84) is perhaps to be thought of

as a

thematic extension of the irony

that

pervades the drama.

and

personalization of irony about, say,

Tentatively I will think of this extension
*

/

r<J>"hj^u><rcx<s

"as

as

'internal' irony, having as its mark the paradox of identification:

a

phenomenon obtrudes its identity by way of drawing attention to what

Hyllus promotes this same tendency (i) when, describing

it is not.

the first effects

on

H of the

robe, he reports (769) that: 'there came a

biting pain that racked his bones;

then it was as if the poison of a

murderous hateful viper began to devour him
identifies

(a) the extrinsic

(

the active agent

Hyllus unconsciously

.

of the problem

source

E^iSvq

.

(b) the

mother of Hydra) (c) the masterminding

,

viperish human nature behind it all.

Easily imagined

are

in view of what she had said about
W

he

declares, 817
rpK

A like

treatment of

appear as

thematic

t

ri

.

related phenomenon,

concubinage etc.

on

'

r<

(ii) when

r

I

'

/"v

cc-i

--

J

perhaps, is the play's linguistic

the level of marriage.

That might also

internally ironic (or having an internally ironic aspect) with

(But the

usage seems at

Iole will marry Hyllus).

the

same

time proleptically

33

denotes equally

and 'sleep with' and in this differs from English marry.

the words

ItfO

f

'

cvo^ayot;

jjrT&H.OOO'C-^ OfC\

application.

justified:
marry

or

J

N.

*

</

D's feelings

etc.

cixbios

cviu-v

:

of

provenance

are

used thus,

yetjv/wv

The persons

and 460

respectively, at 504

T*>«ri<rTa.£

predicated in these instances

straightforward

usage

and

may serve as a

<(Vicxf->cp<^ue><- Karyjav

^1*

<b\S
are

In Tr.

D and H.

standard.

They represent

Elsewhere,

as

with

all

occurrences

usage is

jcc,

is used of Iole, and the

,

But 546, with reference to both D

ambiguous, imprecise.

and Iole:

same

of

cxvnvv

r«>/

koi^cj'/ooo-c-

marriage, sharing the same husband.

here points out the

pointed but the

ambiguity of usage.

same may

sharing in the

;

The explicit juxtaposition

Other instances

be said in each case: the

3°£odoc*~

**

^

\

C*

/

<re Oc- ✓

f

rTfcf&trovc GVoov ycufjow.

1138 Hyllus,

,

'

&o\v

yv^tjpci/
former.

tfuyuA/

-

I to

= young

K6-7«uvet

bride

or

Retribution

-

occurrence

of

893, chorus: er<-td

rmcrS^ ''BfiVW.

or

so

to Heracles.

v^yfeo

ere^e

himself

thrown out in 'Part 1."

the bride has begotten

juejeO<«v

Let

(b)

me

<x v^ofros

wV WSoyoycr

start on the task by proposing,

(conveniently) takes

over

the task

acts out, gives expression to, ironies

But he does

so

which he passes in his part of the play.
a

is clearer still, being

Heracles, despite himself mostly, achieves

continuing to propose, that he (a)

of characterizing

r

See also n.21.

great deal when he appears.

side of

/Zteyzav

marriageable maiden but here clearly the

involved in metaphorical application:

a

/

i

So\>on

tar* am&y\/aA T*yrf Oly<x'lf'«x a\-^jolx.

Vi/'y^av

The other

And

^

rrfocro?Coerce

the adjective assisting the cause of

85 7, chorus (3):

ambiguity.
rovf

_

/

*>'

VenV «■'(JtrcwaY

%

a nq f-uTuXe^1,

A straightforward euphemism in all

842, chorus (3):

probabilityc

j

less

usage may serve

to remind that what is said is what is not the case:

CTre'jpyvjpri.

are

in the first of two

phases through

(The two phases fall

on

either

dividing line represented by his learning the twin truths

concerning himself, namely

fj^frc-

era.

( Ar^ia. vcwf«. \

34.

'

and

'

/

)

n<x.y.at

Jeeves

end from his wife

.

he

as

-

.

it

sees

.)

H's fate is to have met his

murderously waylaid by

a

Clytemnestra, woman single-handed, without even a dagger where so

formidable opponents had had

many

The dramatist signals

no success.

n>a.lu>v'

essentially Meleagric in H's fate in 1062/3 and

the

k/ to$ ooS* «V &\<z

I

ITC-T&

)

To

vS

fi-fOCT&y '{$/V

c<vSocc

.

^

VhX rta-rc-47.«n?r //-V dy-rro^Ji^

kq.KjcU
vw&rj

Meleager's truly tragic fate:

X o'Xia(ft'Jt-toy'

dial '

nr-fo^t'truM

,

Sophocles has taken

^

fjoi

<5b-K.fveto T~/«.|uroV

~nvya,r/?V (J* rrv^wV

up

for himself

now,

the story where Bacchylides left off

-

and

By reference thereto H's fate, as he

is tragically ironic

context rather more ironic.

by his destruction by

§?\

rroudc^ [jooVoV

TWKO-rrev9ee>< tfo-j-pov CHivri^ovrrc <^u>ro<,

brought it back round again.
weeps

<ie

Heracles v/ept at

<jTc iy (K$<no-\peco!

r/^Cts

Torg

(1072 ff,).

His ignorance

a woman

but in the whole Sophoclean

-

of what actually is entailed

(by women), of what love has

gone

into

it, tilts things decidedly towards the ironic.

While he

he cannot

on was

see

launched at Cenaeum.

Notice the

Lichas knows only that it is

scene at

790 ff:

[Hoo

.

.

.

p,o<r>v

as a

Clytemnestra,

build-up to Heracles'
up

D's, just

She's smelt

for an account of the fatal
as

he received it from her.

a rat.

"I sent back the
Now I'm paying for

He dwells on D's treachery again in the
»

same

^

through H's mind now:

captives, Iole among them.
She's doing me in."

,

The Heracles that we set eyes

At 772 ff. he calls Lichas

We well know what passes

it.

torrid

as

reality for lese-majesty.

misconception.
robe.

his wife

sees

. ■ .

ro/

jV/y^

'

'

I ~

^a^ov [ eiov

'

/^ra,*rr|cr«it-o

in him (he describes it

We know that the nosos that rages

once as

35

arf'ori^ctr'os

wild uncontrollable disease lOoO)

cjjpicc

(838 f.)

Nessus' tormenting goads
desire

=

=

uncontrolled, hybristic

overmastering Herculean passion
The

overmasters H.

nosos

passion so great that it

-

epitomizes/ represents in intense form,

the essential situation in which the hero is found:
he is unconscious of the

D's real motives;

is

sick and deluded

magical, teratological basis of his state;

of

of the ethical basis of his pathological condition.
IA

The dramatist has

achieve

a

manoe^Vered him into this compromising situation to

brilliant study of the hero in all his complex contradictoriness:

the totality

of his greatness and weakness.

revelation

comes at

developed

on

1089 ff.

ci>

kc,

The culminating self.

f

the basis of this passage at

82ff.

p.

<r«iv aurbc,

Again, passages like 1066 ff: So$

[

olwv

c-<,

fj"

cv<

rrjv

C-t#x>

ox^a,

powerfully reveal something of the essential H:

to be a Heracles

-

]

el p>vfSov

£iSO<, €-V SIVVJ kakc>y|JtveV

IWfv'fyl

obliterating evil, utterly

Discussion is

.

unaware

of his

and this is what

we

own

see

utterly bent

evil.

on

This is what it is

he is in such passages

which

present the Herculean ethos in such an extreme and unprepossessing

form,

by virtue of the hero's being so out of phase with reality.

Interesting indeed to
when he is

see

what the hero's outlook

but

the world becomes

(by Hyllus) at length brought into phase with truth and reality.

This is the great moment.
How

on

36

A chance for H to show he's human after all.

utterly disappointing to find he behaves then not humanly at all

(if that

were

possible)

more

monstrously heroic than before.

36.

Conscience, sentiment, feeling, compassion, etc. are no part of
the Herculean
reflect

or

To

see

the light of day for H is not to

regret or atone but to move inexorably in time with his own

The Herculean destiny, not Deianira, engages the Herculean

spirit.

This is knowledge that Zeus has laid it down for him to die

mind.

Die he

now.

make-up.

accordingly does

-

and pretty heroically.

H understands now and

perfectly crystallizes that essential moment:
his only aim in

mind is actively to fulfil what Zeus long

And this sublime moment is

the hero

Sophocles

ago

decreed.

captured by the mercurial rapidity with which-

drops D from his thoughts and addresses himself to business.

Bacchylides' Heracles

comes to

i<e7>/o ?!(-•/(-! 1/

-fifn

mind:

kui

e>u

o,"X> ol

r/$

peWi. re>f'/V

icmv

rade

(v,
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Some Notes

"Cet Heracles

la n'est pas fait pour devenir un Immortel."

validity and pertinence of Mazon's observation (p. 7) about

The entire
the

-

rnanner

of Sophocles' representation of the hero

-

his feet

on

earth

(metaphorically speaking'. ) throughout gives its vital, paradoxical
interest to this

is

silent,

Mt.

Oeta.

directions
natural to

p.

9).

play about the earthly fortunes of a hero-god.

Easterling observes, about what

as

There is

no

indication.

The play

going to happen on

was

"No explanation is offered for these

(the pyre) but K speaks with confident authority, and it is
assume

that he is recalling the commands of

Surely there is

no

ground for assuming

not arrive at a better result:

own

impulses

than

an

37
-

H's actions

actions all of

extension of his this

-

a

are

so

-

Zeus."

(Easterling

and noting that do

determined

we

entirely by his

piece with his other actions, no more

worldly heroism

-

stimulating the

spectator to a meditation on the paradox of the co-extensiveness of the
human-heroic part and the divine part
that he observes

that it's one and the same H

sacking Oechalia and taking his first (or is it last?)

(Sophocles,

heavenward steps?
to

-

H's self-chosen death by fire

Oi%c<^t'aV rri/fi

notices, has avoided 'build-up'

one

in anything like Bacchylides'

-

ode 16

,

-

which might put this in the

line of

predestination).

qu'il

compris que le coup vient des dieux, des qu'il a pu saisir enfin

le

a

sens

des oracles anciens,

opposer aux cruantes

de

ce

II mettra

nom.

dans le marbre >>

concue

And

'Mais des

Mazon, then, hits the right note:

il

change:

son ton

lui reste plus qu'a

ne

du sort le silence qui convient
ses

a

levres

«

aux

d'une apotheose

considering how completely in his

total of the reality in which he is

qu'on scelle

le bon crampon de fer

et se fera porter vivant sur le bucher.

est tout le contraire

hommes dignes

.

.

nosos H

(p. 7)

.

La

scene

ainsi

Quite right.

misconceives the sum

placed there would be not

a

little

propriety (in irony at least) if his misconception then and now extends
to

how, in truth, he stands with regard to Olympus

in what these words may mean.

this

sense

of the

-

to death or peace,

But Mazon, I believe, does not receive

paradox of H's divinity in the paradox of his destiny.

H's fate, like D's, ends with Cypris whose terrible blind power brings
two such different personages

that is in
de foi"

to the same pass.

Sophocles' pious acceptance:

"un modeste,

un

prudent acte

(p. 7).

To H when we see

him, D is just

an

element of his story,

38

of the order of Hera,
we

If all rests with Zeus

saw was

Eurystheus

-

only

worse

something quite different for D.

(1048 ff.).

We

saw

an agent

H, in turn,

him through her

38.

continually, in terms of her
recognise
a

D

as we

consciousness of H;

being

only
him.

her.

so

a woman

consciousness of him.

find her in H's awareness:

only H,

we recognise

her preoccupation with him very much part of

and

a

She is present in his feelings

human person.

long as he believes her responsible for the evil that's befallen

She vanishes without trace

once

The break could not be cleaner:

divorce of dramatic assumptions.
real

We do not

We also understood her in terms of her

not-so-noble savage.

her

own

he
two

sees

the light concerning

worlds,

a

pretty deliberate

The effect of the technique (the

absence of D from the second part no less relevant to the phase

of the drama than the apparent absence of H from the
two distinct states

to isolate

making for effective dramatic contrast and

"She is dismissed from the end of the play, and although

delineation,
the presence

first) is

of Hyllus keeps her in the audience's minds she is not

'vindicated.' "

Just because she is not vindicated does the

'characterization' of H

-

as

no mere

human but heroic to the

core

-

succeed and the drama have its moment.

Nosos

-

suffering obscuring all objective reality

and infatuation

-

extreme frustration

though without being aware
in

a

sense

-

-

painful stumbling

H's rhesis is such

he articulates himself through the nosos that we

the chorus

gross
on a

delusion

'truth',

total incomprehension and disillusionment

of the blindness of fate:

stands for eros;

-

know in

a

nightmare as

some way

the whole significantly framed between doublets of

pronounced at start and finish

supporting the wildly ailing hero: •

to

-

like guardian angels

ff.Wo.g(

ms-v

o'icV

(2 startlingly sincere-sounding lines) provides

The choral lower frame
the foil of

objectivity

-

the actual heroic reality that H, in his

effort, finds slipping away from himself.

This serves to sharpen the

of the irony and the face value of TI's words.

essential opposition

Sophocles' Heracles is

an

interesting synthesis of the man of

action before words and an effective communicator.

At Cenaeum the

hero's actions observed by Hyllus seemed to speak worlds.

speaking

up

otl

The rhesis is

then leaps

the

over

rr«fi/

no

anguish:

I

trf o<rfi/°"he'> fJovov

Ka&Ms

/y'

9fj

(.TeteafJrjV.

ft- «/<<.

less than D, must discover the truth about himself.

from total self-unawareness to

the way.

/

masterly in its balance of ambivalence.

that excludes all else.

on

Here,

for himself, he is arrestingly effective in communicating

his heroic self

H,

every

He passes

conception of his destiny

a

through

He would not be H if he did.

He

no

ethical, subjective phase

39

H, then, sets himself single-mindedly to do Zeus' will,

ensnaring Hyllus his son for the

Meautis notices this

purpose.

"Heracles

galvanization to action, p. 285:

lorsqu'il poussait les cris de douleur

que

au

milieu des souffrances,

lui arrachait la tunique de

Nessus, lorsqu'il n'etait plus lui-meme, avait implore la mort, demande
a

tous les Grecs

glaive.
Zeus

II avait appele Hades

a son

fils (1033)

pour un

d'etre tue

instant, se sont relachees,

son

qu

destin,

il ordonne

une

mort

que

les

il est de nouveau

y

Heracles

par

le

(1041 et. 1085), implore le foudre de

(1086), maintenant qu'il voit clair dans

douleurs,
^

(1014), demande

qui soit digne de lui."

4 0.

Human matters

in

fully tragic

a

way

what

are

-

as

we

think of

dramatically realizable

as

Deianira's story is.

Deianira has greater

dramatic weight because she is more human, more susceptible of

perception as a human

by lifestyle and genealogy.
of the play.
him but

than human

This approach is reflected in both 'parts'

and suitably, therefore, because of his sheer,

-

indeterminacy.

This again sets

when the hero appears in the
a

more

In the first, though not on stage we see a great deal of

indirectly

massive

Heracles is

than Heracles.

-

flesh:

up a

perhaps it is

or

mangled, cut down to size Heracles being

representation than the full edition.
how he handles it is

no

more

a

lessened challenge,

amenable to

At all events, for the dramatist,

matter for an

condition Heracles makes

challenge for the dramatist

off-day because, in whatever
that

an appearance

appearance

is long-billed

and momentous.

I
various

for

a

trying by this preamble to introduce the matter of the play's

am

approaches to Heracles.

And they

appropriately

of that other hero's

an

Odyssean

symbolic standing

making

Heracles' much anticipated

rich, I would say, complete, play.

entrance is

are most various,

40
one.

as a

Appropriately because
homecomer at long last,

perhaps also by ironic conjunction in the matter of eloquence.

Odysseus received

an

excellent mention in the Iliad for articulacy.

Heracles, announcing himself a la Ulysse (Reinhardt's observation)
'v
a*

^

ty

"2-bo,
■)

a

£■

rrci

|'clc, rjn~4fq-

^

rolcrt

/lferu>v

.

.

.

finishes up

/x

ecu

ivioLfk,

here is perhaps
trait.

<r

'

The rough-and-ready speech

Sophocles' concession to

a

recognizable Herculean

Whatever the particular implication of the conjunction

of these

41.

two heros the

A significant

conjunction is deflating, ironic.

introduction which,
works up to his

though lost

sight of

in this aspect

-

-

as

H

rhesis, is confirmed by the denouement that follows

his announcement concerning

the two oracles

-

when he engages

Hyllus in the service of satisfactory conclusion of his destiny.
this section,
The irony
the

unless

my

For

judgement fails, is handled near-comically.

here comes dangerously close to farce.

approach to Heracles:

This is relevant to

larger than tragedy, his nature can embrace

comedy.

The

dialogue at 1210-2 is not much of

by burning you?

Hy:

And how could I be curing

you

H:

Fair enough

else burn

me).
Hy:

let

-

If this exaggerates

by

-

me

(in the

cause

of curing

But just you see to it.

I don't mind lending

Well, alright.

original

someone

departure from this:

a

hand humping

a

the effect it still proceeds by the

nonsense

and non-sequitur.

you.

same route as

the

Hyllus backs down remarkably

suddenly

-

when the

objection behind his protest about healing and burning is the

moral

one

Heracles craftily bulldozing him to it

of

jibbing at setting his dad alight

-

-

on a

technicality

which must surely still

stand whether he lights the pyre or merely assists in the preliminaries.

This

were

dialogue is distinctly odd.

it not set in

an

It would be incongruous

odd context, exploited to odd effect.

cruel humour, to start,

have here

a

in this

play, of

-

in the intriguing situation wherein H eiicits

(We

bit of

inept

For there is

Hyllus1 promise, in advance, to accomplish his bidding.
a

-

ringing of the changes

deception^

cf.

p.

on

the theme, not

seem to

little evident

85 f.). And the handling of the

Hyllus' youthful entanglement and desire

dialogue is in character:

ob

please nicely conveyed in

to

d

J/j crrccB&t^

rro>~>c<~
to black

one

There's

small boon to thy other

manage

large benefits.

large, it shall be granted.

Then

one

do nothing I

accident

is

or

up

But add

could he
now

with slightly

"You know Eurytus

in flames.

.

a

Last

.

-

lot

I mean,

more at

list of

on my

Heracles, encountering resistance to his reasonable

say'. "

Or should I

design introduces

oiypc re fjc-v v&ctcovtl,

actually the

-y^<vfit/

Heracles, by

(thoughtfully? petulantly?)

requests:

Qurrj-^ $e

£o<;

Be the boon

might notice that Hyllus jibs

marrying Iole than at sending IT
comic touches:

ot£/

Having just agreed to stage-

jaded air plays his innocent card again:

his

Hyllus:

his father's immolation what larger

daughter?"

O'rrjf

Te>V

1215 H:

more to come.

conceivably be prepared to grant?!.

his

olfft?''obv

it's probably not possible to get closer

.

comedy than that.

never so

'

and Hyllus1 innocent reply

;

avco

Spacnv

H's innocent preamble

1190;

tfyierrov Tfci^o^

Zjrjvoc

^

case

-

an

"You sound

go on to

though

you

will

observe that at 1230 Hyllus by

element of

vuyovcr&ai.

as

ko.k.ov

H's

parodying

nosos:

for

flies in the face of what

the Heracles who has just spoken, far from

ailing/

raving is his old self again and in top form.

All this is not to

deny other elements in the action, such

'The stage action brings out the solemnity of the moment:
insists that

sombre:

a

Hyllus take

formal oath..

dying father binding his

obligation this imposes
overcome

a

on

son

.

as

that

Heracles

Here the situation is more

with a blind oath.

The absolute

Hyllus is the only force strong enough to

his revulsion at H's commands.'

(Easterling

1180-90

n.)

But there is

something

The ending which less involves Hyllus than

fate of its characters.

obtrudes him is

so

Tr. is a play about the

the boil here.

on

far of

The force of what I am

piece with this.

a

calling comedy (Heracles in extremis but nonetheless master of self and
situation

now) is to

and grotesque

41

come to

graveward shove

-

appear as one

gave

his parents- their

and must then marry Iole, the girl who

He

(1233 ff.) at this stroke of fate that is the perfection

The fates (his father mainly) have conspired to beset him

of cruelty.

'

>

avenging sickness (

cchacrrofov\s

(nothing short of .bizarre

-

-Vercc

1235).

/

and deliberately so) outcome has the

effect of casting on the drama a luridly irrational afterglow

Hyllus gives expression to in his famous epilogue:
children and

witness to such

are

clear.

We

want of

feeling, how it is

can

a

passionate

the world's

cruelty and he

his father

or,

-

suffering.

what

The gods beget

The effect of all this is

rather,

we

quite subjective and appropriate declaration
young man

sees

in his situation.

the gods in the

and I do not think but that the

Hyllus

same terms as

the spectators make this link.

pattern of events, this scene emphasizes, is
-

-

easily understand Hyllus' outburst against the gods'

in the mouth of a

grotesque

more

he sees it, is responsible for their deaths.

cries out in horror

This

who

42

than anyone, as

an

manifestly cruel, grotesque

For Hyllus it is a travesty of destiny that he

effect.

has the misfortune to

with

a

The irony so characteristic of this play surfaces here to grim

destiny.

final

Hyllus in

ensnare

H's doing.

cruelty

sees

The grotesque
The surface is

average spectator

be put in mind of the unseen effects of this surface

he

sees

-

will

now

Heraclidae,

Heracles' everlasting Olympian rest, peace and marriage to Youth.

Behind H's cruel dispensations there is

Zeus is in all this.

Behind Zeus', wisdom

unsuspected wisdom.

It

that I agree with

seems

the other survivors know
it is certain that

for

or

a

Lloyd-Jones (127 f.):

"Hyllus and

nothing of the real purpose of the pyre;

yet

Sophocles intends that the audience shall know it,

poet who chose to recall the detail that not Hyllus but Philoctetes

his fatherPoeas

lit the pyre certainly meant his hearers to

For the audience S has made it

all the rest.

a

proper.

moment the limited view of

to mortals

machine;

possible to transcend for

happenings in the world normally possible

and to see, for once,

this purpose is

remember

into the purposes of Zeus.

affected by the speech of the

now

In the Ph.

divine H from the

in the Tr. a subtler method is employed,

"The conclusion of the Tr. affords

a

specially clear insight into

the attitude to divine justice which a careful

study of S reveals.

justice of the gods is not, in his view,

for mortals to perceive

Dike

means

not

the human point

than

a

easy

The
..

.

only 'justice' but 'the order of the universe,' and from
of view that order often

moral law."

Cf. Letters

But I do not agree

seems to

impose a natural rather

193, 194.

with Easterling,

p.

6:

"The

son

of Zeus who

might be expected to receive special protection from his father, seems
at the end to be as much a victim of his

human being;
of father and

dispensations

as any

and the irony is pointed by the insistence
son

in the scene where H makes his

Nor do I think Mrs.

on

other

the relationshi-p

dying demands of Hyllus."

Easterling agrees with herself because if there is

irony in the mortal fate of the

son

of Zeus then Hyllus' words

adequate final assessment but she rightly denies this

are an

(p. 8) and,

on

45.

p.

10,

goes on to

observe that

significance should be attached

some

H's death, and that it fits into

to the manner of

a

larger scheme of

things in which Zeus' will is mysteriously fulfilled.

A

concluding oddity

Although the play stops short of revealing what happened
Sophocles has not left us without a hint
1245

H:

oh

S^cr(rL-[b€rLOyj

How could it be an

roofoow

Oeta,

appropriately enough, in irony.

-

ejcSiocc<$qrtt Sucrce^eiV

Hy: «>->

on

■

£<_

K&cvf

impiety to comply with a god' wishes

-

Quite.

.

even

if not

yet aware of his divinity?

More of the same,

Hy:

/

\

trotjcroo
9toi(jL

own

H, in his

own

^jc

">

>

'

ffa Vo i K kX

>

t

^•

^

.

Hyllus will have H's

gods when they judge him.

deed, to the gods

T&,dc}

aKtocrofJai 1, t° o~ov

tioof-

deiK.vl><;

deed to show the

subtle:
/

&v\i

7rf><Z<r<reiv

Hy:

more
~

y

>

1247

though

.

.

,

2.

Hyllus will show

SECTION

The effect of the opening

transport us into fairy-tale

to

D

across

comes

fairy-tale world

to the

think of her
to

immediately

as

as

on terms

of the prologue (D and Achelous) is

and make

us

feel quite at home there.

human and familiar

-

yet she relates

of perfect intimacy so that

anything but part of it.

do not

we

It may seem peculiar to us

find this girl wooed by a river-god but we see at once that it was

not

strange to D

are

to

of the play, the actual dramatic framework in which

contemplate the dramatically central event of D's

Nessus-charm in her present
sees

that Bowra

was

all does 5th century

a

of the
one

relate this to 5th century law and society.
What help after

Athens afford uS in 'understanding1 the situation D

Achelous?).

paradox here:

D, not H, is given the human touch

-

recent history is designed in the play for scrutiny by ordinary

human standards.

Her

mistake, ultimately, eludes the human, ethical

frame because contaminated

world.

use

(Bearing this in mind

inappropriate standards.

finds herself in in relation to

There is

difficulty.

wrong to

That is to invoke alien and

yet his

The prologue establishes

it was an awful reality.

-

basic assumptions
we

-

B

-

irredeemably

-

by the alien fairy-tale

Sophocles renders the fantastic familiar through the heroine.

This, far from rendering the fantastic ethical, susceptible to normal

ethics, tinges D's fetching human fallibility with innocence:
\

innocence).

fairy-tale

44

Another vitally important consequence of what is established in
the prologue is to

define the relationship with Heracles.

It has been

remarked that

even

relationship of

so

if the play allowed the protagonists to meet the

disparate

a

pair remains inconceivable.

But if the

relationship of a D and an Achelous is conceivable then the marriage
of D and H is conceivable.

It is on the one hand natural (D makes it that:

should approach it.
she

was

infinitely relieved that H, not Achelous, won

H) and

on

the other fantastic:

an

ambivalent, dual

-

complex

or

-

we cannot

D has

unitary:

a

the possibility

son

She comes
of Zeus,

a

from the start provide for

heroic ontology.

The hero is not

Through D we can understand H and

just any married man and no more.
also that

D married to the

The basic assumptions

match for Achelous.

-

why she could not bear to watch.

of the other outcome was

to love

No doubt this is a pointer to how we

understand him.

foot in both worlds, life and fairy-tale.

K however is

he embodies both those worlds, familiar and unfamiliar.

This

makes him difficult to understand, a complex individual in whose psyche

opposing forces dwell in uneasy equilibrium.

We have a

glimpse of this complexity (a sort of split-image

representation of the hero) in Hfs bout with Achelous described in the

prologue.
own

He is here first and foremost the typical hero coming into his

through superior

prowess

best of wives who much loves

retrospect from within the
well puts it

(BICS

p.

59)

-

and doing well (he

him).

At the

same

time

play) the bout is symbolic.

"she

was

D and wins the

(or at least in
As Easterling

wooed by the river-god Achelous,

passion in its most violent, non-human form."
as

saves

showing Heracles' action and achievement

The bout is symbolic
as

stemming from such

primitive passion (it is not as though he overcomes it in overcoming

48.

Achelous).

But this is muted, the symbol is latent because (this is

important) the outcome

was

right

-

and

so was

the context.

Winnington-

Ingram, p. 89, has not given this its due, just remarks contra Gellie on
p.

86 notwithstanding.

"Twice

within the

himself actuated

no

play

less

we see

him at grips with

a

lustful monster,

by the force of sexual desire.

wrestling with the monstrous river-god;
Centaur who tried to rape his

wife."

we see

We see him

him shooting down the

He was not actuated by sexual

desire when he shot down the centaur;

similarly there is

no

notice of

the co-lateral good result attendant on primitive impulse in the victory
over

the

river-god:

distinctions

are

result telling in favour of H as well as D.

a

of considerable weight in interpretation.

only come into definition when
up

in detail later in the essay

gone out

of his

way to

invite

we connect scenes.

-

73

ff;

and cf. 54

us to connect

the bout with Achelous in the 1st stasimon
of the destruction of Oechalia by passion

invited to

assess

These

They in fact

(This idea is followed
).

The poet has

the scenes when he detailed
as

an

appendix to the

for Iole.

We

Heracles' actions inter-contextually.

are

scene

discreetly

That is,

we

consider his actions in the human environment against the foil of his
actions in

mythic context.

The former

are

extension, in motivation, of the latter.

perhaps

connection will

of D.

In each

than

an

But the effect, in terms of

substance, of the transposition is revealing.
Iole with the winning

no more

scene

We connect the

rape

Eros is operative.

of

The

bring out the quite tangible qualitative (ethical)

difference in the results achieved in each
of Oechalia caught up in the

case:

the absolute injustice

madness of H's desire;

D's happiness in

the wished-for result.

-

Here

are

blame and blamelessness intermingled

one.

This then is the basic framework:
whom the

completely natural D

only

on

What

-

to

The play's assumptions

mythic-fantastic comes naturally.

from the start are shown as poetic
then

a

and symbolic.

If dramatic

as

well,

those terms.

Sophocles does with H is to bring him from out of the mythic

world where he is in his element and introduce him to the content
human interactions where the Herculean

very

large indeed.

personality must inevitably loom

He sweeps all before him driven

Bowra's contribution is to have

in essence superman, not man.

given us the category,
If something

virtues.

what cost.

p.

135

"He has

stands in his

He has not

even

modesty,

no

way,

he

He stands for

ordinary ideals of manhood whether Homeric
Sophocles

seems to

sort who is outside

possesses power to

something above

have created

man.

a

saw

not need

society to live in,

beast

no

or a

He did not

a

something else than the
or

see

Athenian.

kind of superman,
.

.

."

In him

hero of

a

p.

degree that he is not really

136:

a man

a new

"he
but

of its implications when he said that some men do

'He who is unable to live in society,

need because he is sufficient for

god.' "

no matter

The result is strange and forbidding, and

Aristotle

some

it, at

removes

ordinary rules and standards
such

civic

mercy or

the gentleness which the epic heroes show

to their friends and families.

who has

by his famous

on

He must inevitably appear out of phase with established

prowess.

norms,

of

or

himself, must be either

a

But Bowra did not apply his perception consistently.

how consistent

Sophocles

was

in his conception.

Bowra

50.

allowed

conflation of the two incommensurable

some

aretae,

the

Herculean and the human and came, especially in his well-known

interpretation of the hero's motives in uniting his son with Iole, to
impart avuncular, benevolent attributes to that outlandish Herculean
arete.

However, misunderstanding the play seems married to conceiving
H

humanly,

the

same

no more;

footing;

thinking that D and H can be approached as on

assuming that 'sympathy' is the yardstick for the

heroic and dramatic effectiveness of both protagonists

alike.

"This

grim attitude is. further accentuated by the character of H, who enters
It would have been easy to let H, the great

at the end.

hear the whole story

and forgive his wife.

want us to have that much comfort.

gross H,

and generous,

But Sophocles does not

..

He presents us

with

a

fantastically

interested solely in himself, and unshaken by the faintest

self-doubt

or

hesitancy in his passions.

The long final scene is a

planned cruelty in order that D, who has been alone throughout, may
still be alone,

and unloved."

but in the context of Whitman's
bit of lunacy;
out of

to be

This last point would have some force
45

view of the

"It is not enough to plead that

keeping with the situation
tender, but to be human."

or

46

with the

softening would be
we

do not require him

"... this puzzling play seems to

"In formal and thematic terms Tr.

There

any

man;

be about D and H rather than about H and D;"

play;

play, it's an affecting

47

is thus

an

intricately unified

why does it still present serious problems of interpretation?
are

scenes.

two main issues:

the treatment of H and the meaning

It has often been noted that there is

a

of the final

striking difference in the

51.

D and H are handled.

way

much longer

She has the advantage of being

on stage

than he is, and she is given a high proportion of the

poetry, which contributes to the impression of a deeply sympathetic
character

-

noble, compassionate, modest

morally interesting situation:
facing its consequences.

and

.

.

.

she takes a fatal decision and is seen

As Hyllus says of her,

'she made
a

a

perfect formula

But she is dismissed from the end of the play,

tragic heroine.

a

involved, moreover, in a

with the best of intentions' (1136),

disastrous error,
for

-

she is not 'vindicated':

H does not take back his wish to

punish her when he hears the truth about Nessus.

He, by contrast,

occupies the stage for only 300 lines, and although he is given some

superb rhetoric he has nothing like D's poetic
him in the

class

same

as

Ajax

or

Philoctetes.

egocentric, brutally callous, violent to

range,

nothing to put

He is shown to be

an extreme

degree

-

all this

is stressed

through the reactions of the sympathetic Hyllus.

he is in

position to take morally interesting decisions and there is

no

nothing here to
H of

Euripides' play.

monster-slayer, the
into account,

with the

compare

and

new

depth of insight achieved by the

But after all he is the 'best of men',
son

even

of Zeus:

Finally

the

his special status has to be taken

if he is morally quite unlike the typically

Sophoclean hero he is surely meant to command the audience's deep
interest and at the end

even

their respect

..."

The basic assumption

underlying Easterling's review (p. 6) is the essential comparability of
the protagonists.

D is morally

more

action lie with her rather than him.

circumstance of the

play's focus

on

interesting (H is crude);
The

decision,

fallacy arises with the

D presenting her with that

unquestionable immediacy and effectiveness (appeal).
To consider the

H is absent

do not make his acquaintance but through impressions

we

of vital and relentless activity.

decisions, he doesn't.

Truer, I think,

They initiate his fate and

initiating.

The consequences follow.

He rapes Iole.

they do so in ethics.
are

She takes morally interesting

This is only seemingly true.

is that H's actions alone are

D's actions

The fact is that though

question of action.

ethically interesting but also they are

no more

Perhaps the foregoing section showed

part of those consequences.

how in all D's actions she is acted upon by circumstances.
actions

final

are as

weightier is

were

enclosed within the fateful landmarks of H's

is vital but whether in the scheme of things ethically
a

wide

open

equal footing which, I
The

Her

his activity around Oechalia and at the foothills of Oeta.

phase:

Her agency

it

than a

question

am

and this is to consider them

-

as on

suggesting, is unsatisfactory to start with.

disproportionate attention in ethics (dramatic focus) in each

protagonist

-

which is the

only serves to point

up,

same as

the

measure

of their stage action

-

by paradoxical inversion, their different

relative status of Being.

The morality
the lack

one

-

and conscience in D's actions stand in contrast with

the sheer absence

set of actions

that the actions

morality

judgement

-

of these qualities in

against another

are

different species.
without

-

as

on

H's actions not

equal terms but with the point

qualitatively different

-

belonging

as

it

were to

Compared with D, H is less acting immorally than
humans know it.

The immorality of H is beyond

not because it is somehow moral, but because it is so

utterly Herculean.

as

It is the entailment of this

conceptualization of the hero
way as a

are

lav/ unto himself

all conspicuous in

the will of

48

Zeus).

alluded to above

we

that justice, consequence, accountability

-

Given th'e paradoxical assumptions of the play

well expect such conspicuous absence (a

may

play) to be significant and deliberate: quite

by virtue of being quite ostensibly out of it.

The interest of Tr„ then,
two

he behaves in a quite unselfconscious

-

this play by their absence (as is, correspondingly,

structural demand of the
in the drama

essentially superhuman

is its comparative representation of

disparate modes of activity and being yet

before the

as

datum,

mere

A brazen reversal in ethics'.

remaining part of the essay.

2. The

(heroic) activity

These ideas

worked up in most of the

(1. The superhuman ontology;

method)

-

view of the

play's heart:

deployed model:

Heracles destroys Oechalia.

stand aside for Cypris must have her way.

(b) not unconcerned.

prowess

But Zeus is

If Zeus is in all these events his

perhaps be the moral welfare of his
conscience

son

(this is what it is

and honour only as

Deianira, after all, acted

3. The

attempt to ensnare these elusive paradoxes.

an

The preview in fact trots out that much

no

not as agency at ail

paradoxical inconspicuity of Justice, the will of Zeus;

interrelational

has

are

-

49

of them

Here is a preview

D's

the hero's agency

spotlighted and minutely dissected;

presented blandly

of equality

There is paradox throughout:

ineluctability of fate.

hand in matters

on terms

a

on

-

and his future.

an

exploded

Zeus

can

(a) not

only

unaware

concern may

As his

son

to be heroic and have strength,

conscience) Zeus must be his conscience.
the

same

principles

as

Heracles (though,

of course, with real

qualitative difference )

-

love, passion,

But when she found she'd killed H

possessiveness, self-interest.

through these forces her conscience did not find
It did not say:
not

"Love did this,

responsible."

particular

-

recourse

is had

no more

-

than

a

I

herself.

(Here

..

rationalization to

by way of conveying a suggestion of the scenes

from whichthe state to which the suggestion

corresponds is

conspicuously withheld in the actual dramatic realization.
conspicuous absence which the spectator beholds;
rationalization he of himself

as

it

were

denies

as

It is this

imaginative

he supplies it.

spectator is interpreting the play in exactly the same spirit as
on

play.

Zeus' hand, mind

are

desideratum but not

hidden.

I have ventured to do in the sketch.

of

The

(described

p.48f.) in the juxtaposed Heracles-Deianira, Heracles-Iole scenes).
Here then is justice as a

a

am

'conscienced

that the concept of Zeus'

concern1 is purely imaginative
which

upon

Because he has no conscience

care to note

for her.

force much stronger than I.

a

No, she took the responsibility

Why shouldn't Heracles?
I take

an excuse

being operating high above and

as a

datum of the

The play does not betray them as
Here also is the

away

superhuman concept

from the closely observed workings

ordinary (or perhaps extraordinary) human commitment:

conscience, consequence

-

the moral panoply;

decision,

the play works

interrelational, connected view of the parallels, D and H;

on

this

cf. n.32.

Reinhardt's point by point comparison of the Tr. with O„T0 etc.
assumes

that the former is the

same

sort of

this comparative method he shows on page

dramaturgy of

our

play

-

play

after

as

the others.

page

(By

the undeveloped

undeveloped by the 'dramatic' yardstick).

This

approach does less than justice to the play
character.

(See also

Tr is

a

82 ).

p.

poetic and symbolic work before purely dramatic.
To the extent that R notices this it is only in

"Just

disparagement.

to its own special

-

pathetic narrative forms

as

a

disproportionate

part of the whole play, so already at the very beginning it monopolizes
the prologue and gives it its character."
of saga material

O.T.
not

.

.

.

"It is true that the fusion

and tragedy of fate is not yet

as

masterly

as

the realm of the marvellous and that of the psychological

overlap completely ..."

On p.

"The action falls into two parts, the first,

37 he observes:

the end

dealing with the downfall of H.

the two

are

woman

finds

a

place in the

saga

only because it is bound

of the scenes;

described in the

interpretation;

up

with

yet in the play their two fates are not intertwined in the

they

connected in any obvious

are

unfolded

one

after the other, without

way.

-

if, in other words, the whole play is

any

so

value in
constructed

alienated, parallel strands make for significant

interrelation, suggestion

-

connection

-

points of contact (cf. p.48f,and n.32)

Reinhardt, instead of opening
had made

They are not

But if the mode of viewing the play

foregoing sketch has any validity

that its separate,

the Tr.

at

Even though the downfalls of

being connected with each other in any obvious way."

in

one

closely linked in the traditional story, and in fact the fate

that of the man,
course

do

(p. 37).

longer section dealing with the downfall of D, and the shorter

of the

in the

some

up some

by virtue of significant disparity
-

then I venture to think that if

other Sophocles at

every page

of

of his comparisons inside the play itself he might

have better illuminated the work.

(but do

Now I would wish to show

I

adequately can) that, in Tr.

,

not think in the present scope

dramatic purpose and meaning are

backed up, given scope by the dramatic means

By genre I mean style in the broadest sense.

to them.

characteristics of the
the organic
unite to

(genre) most appropriate

style

choral odes.

produce

interiorization

a genre

are

The chief

I would suggest that these tv/o characteristics
with the qualities of uniformness and

This

perhaps best be shown later in the

can

(which is mainly concerned with outlining the dramatic aim
scene-connections).

Eros has been noticed in two structural contexts.

was

case

found to be

(p. 54 ) Eros
beings.

not obvious

a

essay

-

.

the

See n.67.

Here, however, an outline may be attempted.

in each

and

requisite to the promotion and effective rendering of the

dramatic aim.

are

genre^

the narrative, story-telling

common

or

tangible.

In this section
These 'contexts'

factor linking two scenes;

was a common

(p. 48 ) Eros

In the first

factor linking two

in the second

persons

-

or

rather,

Eros supplied the theme in terms of which their similar but

different experience is to be

Clearly theme and structure
uniform theme

viewed, connected, compared, contrasted.
are

(Eros) provides

a

bound together intimately.

A central,

matrix for the containment of the

divergencies of structure.

The pattern of the
and D

-

play is to separate, isolate, but juxtapose H

let them interact.

By this technique S achieves the

representation of the essentially Herculean
for this
and

world, etc.

Part of the

same

elaborating the manifestation is

-

a great

misfit, too much

aim of pin-pointing the essential

our

other aspect of bipartition

--

the

interweaving, in Part 1, of elements very human with elements very

primitive and out-of-this-world.

Now, in these two structural modes

(form and mood) there is

deliberate antipathy, dissonance.

a common

(Part 1) the

It is evident that in much of the play

himself the task of

-

certainly not harmonizing

-

poet has given

but combining and

keeping apart these currents in form and mood, of arranging their
combinations and maintaining their

employs
uniform

a genre

-

with

a

dissonances.

For this the poet

which is firstly, 'story-telling', secondly consistently
certain

of the imagination.

In this uniform matrix he

the dissonances and the

organic choral odes:

pitch that is remote and therefore

suggestibility.

the level

on

can arrange

and control

Complementing this

their imagery is internal, not divers if ied.

and related features of the songs,

the

are

This,

83):

is well noticed by Burton (43 and

"Not only is the language of the speeches reflected in the lyrics but the

atmosphere of the whole play has communicated itself to the

songs..

"Apart from the judgement towards the end of the parodox

the

transience of

the

joy and sorrow and the affirmation of Cypris' power at

beginning of the first stasimon, there is

odes of gnomic

play

or

reflection,

nor

a

use

of moral

or

complete absence in the

is any attempt made to range outside the

its antecedents in order to extend the

feeling by the

on

scope

intellectual comment,

great songs of Antigone and O.T."

Cf.

n.

of thought and
as

in

some

of the

3, ad fin.

D's anxious state of mind studied in the opening of the play
centres

Trachis.

on

the oracular tablet left by Heracles

before departing from

Before the messenger arrives the oracle crops up thrice,

each

58.

time with the effect of

and giving it present

concentrating the preoccupation of the

immediacy.

meditates aloud within herself
the end of her
to

as

speech brings us

In her 'Euripidean prologue'

two

up to

the present by mentioning Trachis

She says that H is

for 15 months and at the same time mentions the oracle, the

apparently linked in her consternation.
There follows the

These too lead up to

find

news

exchanges with the nurse and with Hyllus.

the oracle.

of his father.

This leads to Hyllus setting out to

This initiation of activity,

being done, alleviates D's anxiety.
sustain

something

they launch into their parodos.

as

mention defines the time that H has been gone as

fulfil.ment of the oracle.

foreboding before the

Now

a

Its effect is to

screw

of Euboia at 74.

She knows

on some

peaceful life.

look for his

to a

pitch D's

52
as

As interpreted it is such as to cause alarm

a

the critical time for

consideration of the way it is variously formulated in the

D's first detailing of the oracle

to

This definitive

dispel her fears.

messenger comes on to

play reveals that D knows of the oracle only

depending

now

The higher tone the chorus then

The third reference to the oracle is the longest.

H.

D

she surveys her past and, towards

which they came when Heracles slew Iphitus.

away now

moment

trial

or

(79 ff.)

(76 ff.)
-

interpreted

to her by

(4b ff.).

rests on

Hyllus' mention

from H (cf. 155 ff.)

-

labour in Euboia H will either die

that
or

succeed

The oracular message put thus spurs Hyllus on to

father, since he

now

where his fate is in the balance.

knows him to be at the critical place

Only because Hyllus has heard that

H is in Euboia and has

now

mentioned this to D does she have

occasion to mention this aspect

The mark of all D's

of the oracle.

knowledge is that it is not direct knowledge of the original oracle,
but what H has told her in his

The original

interpretation of it.

own

oracle concerned the cessation of H's labours at a given time

H, before leaving D

(see 155 f.) to

Eurytus, not to mention other matters in mind

best to interpret
its

ambiguity:

this oracle for his wife

last of his labours

and

had thought

(he saw) he would achieve

That might mean

(159 and 170) )

-

or

Knowing he would be away for

that he achieved in

would
more

cease

than

this

from his labours in

a year on

these projects

being the thoughtful, considerate husband that he was he had not left

his wife in the dark about what the future

allowance

was

expected to do well.

He himself

So he tells

Viewed thus the oracle

-

us

Cenaeum where it

his head.
of fate:

were

best

let her be forewarned.

the

-

he

was

after all

of Zeus

son

He

-

himself (1171).

in the attitude of each thereto

protagonists' several situations.
on

It

Therefore let arrangements be made concerning her

dowry and his patrimony.

would fall out

might hold.

made for the worst outcome:

might not return.

the

scores to

since he himself had perceived

-

last (together with whatever else

peace at

-

-

at Euboia, at the specified time he was to achieve

release from his toils.

death.

into servitude with Omphale

Euboia where he had old

after which he intended to go on to
settle with

go

and place.

-

reflects

H, confident that the oracle

bright side maintained that confidence through to

really shone out.

Then the bombshell burst about

D, expecting the worst, was

no more

in tune with the irony

least of all did she suspect that she was to

feature

as

the agent

of the fate she dreaded might

befall her husband:

death

or

succession

In both protagonists, then, the sure objective indications

to peace.

of the oracle amount subjectively to the most
of what is and what is to come;

thoroughgoing ignorance

their different agencies in a mutual
53

fate quite

hidden from each of them in its

active, responsible

"Man is not

motor.

active part.

ethical.

-

a

D's

was

Ii s agency is

own way.

merely passive,

passive sacrifice to his destiny;

no more

than

he takes an

But the gods have so arranged it that every step which he

takes in the hope

of avoiding his fate brings him

nearer to

it."

Application of this observation of Lesky (284) to each protagonist
serves

to

distinguish their different styles.

D's actions viewed thus against the oracle
it

on

-

correspond in effect to her opening words:

ahead of the proscription of the maxim of

happiness
that

or sorrow

pessimism

it up as

the oracle

before death finally decided.

no

by H (1164 ff.).

as

54

or

assess

Events

are to

mock

rather, they will show

come

This

But he had

was to

once

be his release

been

thought at

a

time, to

possibility from mind.
-

it is not

so

successful

(This

aware

that

through death, and of this he had forewarned

The irony is that he allowed his current preoccupation

variants

life's

He did expect to achieve lasting peace

prophesied (1170 f.).

release from toils could

he

-

pessimism ran

inconsistency, therefore, with the later mention of

completion of his Euboian ordeal (1171).

from toils

D.

own

futile in anticipating the actual tendency of fate.

There is

on

her

her knowledge of

seeking to

hardly pessimistic enough

as

-

seems to

quite correct to say

an issue

-

-

brought, as

to dislodge this

be the significance of the oracular
-

as

Easterling ad 683

-

that H

it was a shade more unfortunate than

misconstrued the oracle.

differently from H.

Thus D is found to formulate the oracle
had transcribed the oracle proper at
before leaving

cessation from labours would be a

anyone

-

for if he

living it looked

When D, at

not destined to die

was

mean

-

years)
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the hand of

on

the oracle this need not

that this is their first knowledge of it.

as an

article of pan-hellenic knowledge

interpretation, as indeed it is.

the chorus.

He

It is the

can

new

55

-

that reaches them

The

now

come to

(This would apply also

are

no means

so

far and

colonizes

even

on

up

in the parodos.

or

general but builds

gives it greater immediacy.

the

-

for the first time.

well shown

abstract

-

bespeaks the character of interpretation

on

assumptions^

The chorus behave as

though they have been present from the start of the play:
by

Hyllus'

(Euboia) and the particular slant

'unrealistic', 'artificial', 'undramatic' structural

play

to

them

be expected to know at least as much

detail

the alternative formulation that

of the

by

then D's detailing of the oracle would

reaction to the oracle.

as

He had the other oracle

original oracle (that H would be allowed to complete his labours

after 12

as

good thing.

154 ff, 'briefs' the chorus

(at 824 ff.) they knew

of the

Dodona and interpreted it for D

though he was not destined to die at all.

as

necessarily be taken to
If

He

He himself inclined to the view that his

Trachis.

to influence that

that).

their

song

is

the situation established

Consider the strophe which

optimism generated in the immediately preceding action.

It has just been settled that Hyllus is to go out in
contact with his father.

hope of establishing

As if taking their cue from this the chorus open

with

an

image of the sun to which, as it rises up in this new clay

westwards, they appeal to reveal Heracles' whereabouts.

and goes

Their image

of daybreak, of night slain by the sunrise, immediately

also reminds us of D's cares, now

of night following night (29-30).

in the sequence

they echo in

being lightened, which

a

asy<t>iv'6LK.q

come to

her

In the antistrophe

theme of the prologue (6 ff.).

And they
%

reproduce with great accuracy D's emotions of the prologue, her
-i

$6crra.so\!

y

,

eXrri?<?u<7"aV

Not

(110 f.).

aitra-i>

few critics have maintained that the consolation given in

a

the parodos is to comfort D that present unhappiness will give way to
future joy.
course,

_

In fact this is not explicitly

sung

by them (though, of

cyclic imagery of alternation forms the basis of their song).

What they say is

(having

Heracles in his life of

..

str.jZ of the ups and downs of

toils) that Zeus gives

(126 ff.) and their follow-up
tv&tri-

in

sung

is

in

«,»' *tfi. rrfj^cc kal -yif^

/

against

iTqf->a.

They

are so

.

Their consolation is

far from unwarranted

in the epode to provide the not obviously

go on

comforting epi-consolation that

as

Zeus provides joy and sorrow by

turns, it is he also (presumably) that has these passing
life:

not

bright night sky

consolation there is

away

in death

parodos
the

seems

-

and

nor

seems

are

it is not as

_

as

even-handed, philosophical.
optimism that they

pain-free lot

perfectly balanced statement:

a

though it weights

no one a

calamity

nor

on

wealth remain.

to reside in this:

from life to
What

joy and sorrow both pass

therefore not to be made too much of.

The

less to hope to provide D with definite consolation in

hope of future happiness than to put her problem in the perspective

uo

of

.

mortality and the implications thereof for the protagonists.

main

(consolation?)

seems to

be:

far some god keeps H

as

seems

to be

doing in H's

and this is

have found, betray its flaw

corresponds in spirit to the maxim with which D opened the play:

death only can define the happiness or sorrow of a life.
as

D is

doing and has done from her

very

outrun the wisdom of the

whatever reason,

One must not

first expression (that she

knows without coming to Hades that her life is
-

-

case.

Their consolation does not, as some

-

he toils from

But Zeus cares for his children

cycle of the generations.
what he

so

message

Man's life of alternating joy and pain falls within the

death's door.

but

The chorus's

fear, after all, is that H is due to die.

Her

)

rc-

saying laid down of old and seek pain, for

for oneself.

Such pain is not actually there;

real

pain is.

The

chorus, then, are sobering, corrective of her excessive

pessimism.

They

Her excessive

are

in effect urging D to moderation,

foreboding is

five lines of the

play

-

we see

.

this in the interplay of the opening

irrational and to see D as actually supplying a

corrective to the chorus is

ethic

-

<riA><pj>e>cruvq

a

strange and naive inversion of the dramatic

underlying the arrangements that

occur

between chorus and

protagonists.

Such

a

reversing of the ethical flow between chorus and

protagonist runs through Easterling's article in BICS.
to this

"D's

own

reaction

knowledge (that this is the critical moment for fulfilment of the

oracle) is

to start from her sleep in fear that she may continue to be

bereft of the best of all

men

(175-7).

D's choice of words here again

64.

acts as a corrective to the chorus;

(

for mortals

(

r<£-

)f but to each in his turn

Kil

must remain in a

the

have been feeling about the

we

-

see

'you have

an

her fear, she says, is that she

(p. 60).

no

a

undue

seen as a

message

corrective to the chorus

in the parodos.

confirms

once

any

experience of sorrows like mine' etc.' "

emphasis of what is only

-

a part

up

of it (and

Here

of the chorus

a

neglect of

of joy and sorrow

come to

D from her present

The argument continues that in this the chorus is

that D is right to expect that in her case the

natural cyclic

The questioning of the chorus1 credentials in this

particular case has the effect in Easterling's
certain ethical relativism into

judgement.

paper

of introducing

These

(the question being of central importance).
tendency at work,

p.

60:

a

This has far-reaching

repercussions for her interpretation of the play.

show this

sorrow

with imagery of cyclicity and alternation,

essentially is that joy will

rhythm is broken.

elsewhere

we may

context).

alternating, backing this

mistaken

doubts

chorus' confidence in the rhythm of

The argument is that since the chorus sing

unhappiness.

Again,

misrepresentation of their import as a whole, arising

the modifications of

their message

i.e. that

The rhythm may well not

what the author takes to be the essential message

but this is

from

be

can

mistaking their essential

and joy:

joy and deprivation

,

"D's reaction to the parodos at

60:

comes

deprived state,

work for her but that this

p.

);

irref&F&iL

rhythm will not work for her."

rests on

they had said that nothing remains

are

discussed

But here I can

"To return to the parodos, and to the

chorus" claim that Zeus is always mindful of his children:
clear evidence yet that ought to make us

we

have

no

feel uneasy about this claim

65.

unless

we

of D about the

distrust the chorus'

we

rhythm of sorrow and joy

we may

need to recognize here is that they are

we

reassurance

also be less willing

by these arguments about Zeus).

to be convinced

to

(though if

know the story

The important point

taking the natural attitude

Heracles, echoing what Hyllus has already said (88-9), that

son

of Zeus he has

especial divine protection.

thinks that because Heracles has been
in the

as

Everybody, in fact,

repeatedly saved by his father

past he is bound to be safe now.

Kitto is surely right when he

suggests that we are meant to ask ourselves as the play proceeds 'if
Zeus is

being unmindful of his

son

Heracles'."

But

we

the chorus arid, respecting what they say about Zeus we

Easterling

do here though not in

seems to

in events that H is left in the lurch

protest) Zeus

so many

by Zeus

or

do not distrust
will not, as

words, look to see

that (as Hyllus will

turns a blind eye to his son's life and fortune.

Finally, before leaving Easterling's important article this time
around:

p.

58

"D

opens

the play and introduces the first theme by

quoting that old saying that one cannot learn thoroughly about a person's

lot, whether it is good

or

evil, until he is dead.

This piece of

traditional moralizing could be utterly commonplace and without
dramatic significance, but its position makes it very prominent
and it is

picked

up

and re-interpreted with characteristic Sophoclean

irony as the play proceeds.
clue to the way

least

we

It

may

conceivably therefore be a kind of

in which Sophocles wants us to look at the play;

here that it is not

may note

since the stress is

nature of his lot

indeed,

.

,.

not

on

the

a

at

moral assessment of human life,

quality of

a

man's behaviour but

on

the

66.

"Deianira at

an

exception1

once

offers

a

corrective to the old saying

watch the Achelous

we

contest), and

meet D's fear

we

afraid to

shall find it stressed again and

perhaps right to reject the old saying as far as she herself is

were

very

of

was

that D has had serious cause for anxiety and that she

we see

concerned."
it

(she

It makes us uneasy from the

again in association with her love.

is

am

she says, 'my life

"Here for the first time

start;

'I

the

This is

exact inversion of the true ethical

an

play's opening ethical announcement

-

trend, as

which is that D's

first verbal action in the play is to show herself hopelessly out

phase with the difficult demands of wisdom, objectivity.

far, far ahead of it

no sooner

than she has enunciated it.

that not she calls into question the
the start is

a

old saying but it her.

She

runs

So it is true
Here from

characteristically elusive Sophoclean complexity;

the

irony of H's downfall is that it was not done by a Clytemnestra but a

Daianeira, not murder but

a

mistake, not active, scheming malice but

the most captivating, tentative, passivity.

personality of D is shown
do

we

know

Her tale

as

we

it

have met

as

if in

an

ethical shade:

really human

a

And yet immediately the
as we meet

her

so

with will, fallibility.

person,

unfolds, the vicissitudes of her fortune, are all seen

against that hard objective background of the saying opening the play
-

and if it appears more a

stumbling block than

because it is

so

knowledge to

measure up to

difficult

-

impossible

-

a

backdrop that is

for the human nature and

the divine.

5 8

Many writers,
if she knows

then, view the parodos in too simple terms:

sorrow now

she will have joy

I

later.

Less well noticed is

67.

the essential correlation of the sort of 'comfort' being

offered in

and the epode with the attitude to life conveyed by the saying

ant.^s

to which D alludes in

Fundamental to this attitude is the

opening.

view that life takes its course and that

happiness is less

a

function of

one's ability to control that course than understanding how things lie
and being,

-

In the parodos the chorus are

if not content, then patient.

developing this idea so that, if it seems true that part of their
consolation involves

reminding D that present

often gives way to future happiness

turns), this

can not

which is that this

be said to be

in one's life

sorrow

(since life is joy and
than

more

a part

sorrow

by

of their main thesis

cycle, like the alternation of life and death within

which it occurs,

is in the nature of things and by understanding that,

instead of living

by

\

D will be

more

in

/

_

•»

bocrccVov

I

'j*

&Vrrtjovcrcw

harmony with the natural law of life

to that extent less troubled.

-

that H

may

the 'ultimate consolation' of

he has been

kept from death

-

and, hopefully,

This line would seem, for purposes of

consolation, counterproductive since it is to focus
particular anxiety

euo-civ/

die.

The chorus

on

what is D's

seem to

seek to avoid

steeling her to H's coming death (since, if
up to now,

and he is mortal, the cycle

should prepare us to accept that his turn may

have come) by reminding

her that he

the children of Zeus.

he

especially is to be counted

escaped death in the past,

there is

hope

.

.

As

if Zeus is mindful of his children,

.

So the chorus have
D.

so,

among

a

delicate undertaking in bringing comfort to

As they show every sign

of being

up to

the minute with what has

been enacted before their appearance it offends no dramatic convention

68.

to think that

or

they

succeed to

are

already

aware

blessed life.

a

circumspect and rests

on

(b) hope, based
The chorus,

themes:

(a) consolation

what

85

-

-

on

sober

-

and

assessment of the vicissitides of life

think of

we

based

accordingly

good, genuine faith.

as

comforting D, introduce/develop two connected

the cycle of joy

and mortality
up at p.

on

H must either die

Their consolation is

remarkably mature', (cf. p.88)
and

of the crisis:

and sorrow, mutability in people's fortunes;

with particular reference to H.

59

Discussion is followed

.

Lichas' drift, again
Lichas' pitch is basically that the disgrace of servitude to

Omphale having

so

stung H, the retribution visited

ultimately to blame for that

state of affairs

was

on

the person

necessary

and just.

This pitch comes off well until about 260 ff. when Lichas
goes into

detail concerning

1.

Eurytus' responsibility.

Our first uneasiness with his account arises with the
abruptness

of the mention of

Eurytus' inhospitable conduct.

The insults appear

2.

use

obtrusively unmotivated and unexplained.

Lichas shows that H slew
of

guile had EI to render

vengeance that H took

on

KklVOL

£

Iphitus with good

account to Zeus.

on

Eurytus.

slaughter of Eurytus and
4k.

cause

This

-

only from his

justifiability of the

Iphitus is important to Lichas' pitch since, by

extension, it justifies revenge
round to the actual

No explanation is given.

■£>•

(Thus Lichas, when he
sons, aliudes to this,

K.T. V

f Idll nicy

comes

2 81:

69.

Killing Iphitus, one might argue, settles the account with Eurytus

But, returns Heracles, there's

it more than balances the insults etc.

still to pay
a

deficit:

on

H is conscious of

for the disgrace incurred in servitude.

it is not as

--

though the Zeus-imposed penalty has any bearing

the feud between H and E

(might

argue

Lichas and H).

from the extraneous matter of the methods used by H.

considers himself to have given

It derives

That is, he

'internal' account but the injustice

or

sting of the servitude and the originating circumstances remain over
and for this Eurytus must give account.

Thus it is evident that Lichas' argument
was

that only the

of guile

use

punishable is vital to the tendency of his pitch, namely that the

servitude to Omphale meant that someone was to pay

destruction of Oechalia

What

we

may

was

and that the

-

heroically correct.

conclude is that Lichas has put in

a

bit of special

pleading for H in the matter of his accountability to Zeus.

We have

only Lichas' word for the specification of the fault (in the treacherousness
of the

deed) and

accountable for

over

sign of Lichas' tendentiousness.

every

Iphitus1 death:

and above Lichas.

Zeus' indication that he

we

know that through Lichas

H did not put
was

to do so.

himself

up

So in all probability

important thing is that the vengeance itself

certainly

was

unfair.

The

excessive as well as treacherous.
more we

was

H's

use

of guile.

unjustified.

It probably

was

It

simply

know, indeed, about the truth of the matter the less

fair it looks and the less
state Zeus'

but also

-

for sale until he got

accountability for Iphitus' death is not just in respect of
The

Zeus held H

we

find that

we

precise view of the matter.

-

unlike Lichas

-

can

confidently

LI killed Iphitus not, surely,

without reference to the frustration
60

Too many

Iole.

by Eurytus of his designs

factors enter for us to share Lichas' sanguinity

in this matter of the exact definition of

-

a

and this is all

we

on

Zeus' justice.

want to be able to say -

hand in the affairs of his

That is important.

All

we can say

is that Zeus acted, took

son.

For if the will of Zeus in this play is

mysterious it ought not to be because we have made it more mysterious
than it

"So

article.

we

this is important,

idea of Zeus
ironical. "

we

And that is what Easterling does in her BICS

already is.

have

ironical;

may

feel that Lichas' judgements are

because critics have a tendency to fasten upon the

without stopping to notice that it is patently

rrfa-fcrtUf

(61)

We know that Lichas' judgements are not to be trusted;

stopped to notice that the idea of Zeus

trfdktw(

the colossal arrogance

of

a

61

convenience.

own

(this is what Easterling astonishingly argues) but
Do these matters have

in her

namely,

and his master's

The irony, therefore, makes Zeus not less

this scale of attention?

-

herald who defines (the word, I think, is

confines) the operation of Zeus' law to suit his

came

is patently

have in fact defined in what that irony consists

we

But at 3 8 ff.

not to be trusted;

an

/

xrfa.KTU>{

more.

importance in the play proportional to

Iphitus is not mentioned before Achelous, true.

prologue D informs

us

that their Trachinian exile

about with the murder of that gentleman.

And Lichas does rather

bring him into prominence in the execution of his duties regarding him
62
as

he does

as

an

instructive

case

for the interpretation

of Divine Law.

If, earlier, I showed (probably quite markedly) signs of interpretative
wavering

-

induced by uncertainty as to just what Sophocles was doing

71.

with the

63

myth

helps to give
these

are

-

this may be thought to have brought its benefit if it

insight into Sophocles' intention and method.

an

by careful selection and arrangement of mythic

to construct,

The scene is constructed

components, a scene in a significant way.
to

'house' its significance

economy,

-

the myth worked

a

purely dramatic inspiration

of the timing

of H

s

madness

like Euripides' adjustment

and its significance for the drama is

hers is the ethical human touch that is the

the central theme of

biography of which she is the subject.

the two states of being

/ erotic matter:

-

$

-

conception of the hero;

in the intimate

D

helps

-

are

us to

64

indispensible

eros

is introduced

The two erotes

H's disintegration is

juxtaposed.

-

though less important for

than for the presentation of the drama of fate

adjustment whereby Iole

comes to

-

basically the focus of the operations of the hero in absentia

distinguishing features:

very

specific effects

are

have the

economy, tact.

Eurytus and members of his household;

Heracles at Oechalia, at Tiryns, at Trachis,

-

-

achieved by

deployment of mythic details with freedom, deliberation,
The details involving

is the

Trachis with Lichas.

Sophocles' arrangements in the central section of intrigue

same

an

understand this.

In line with this primary innovation

characterization

Making her

revolutionary adjustment of the myth.

It smacks of

incalculable:

What he has

myth has great dramatic consequence.

the wife of H from far back is

-

with specificity,

fairly clear how Sophocles goes to work.

done with D in the

our

up

deliberation.

It is

foil to

I think

and

in Lydia and then again at

72.

all handled

build

self-contained unit of Herculean

Oechalia

are

history

not so much historical as representative,

-

so to

a

'spiritual' biography.

Sophocles takes details of the traditions and arranges them to suit his
Other versions of H's story,

dramatic purpose.

intimately as Sophocles

not knit these events as

has him wander off

on

single-mindedly from Omphale to Oechalia.
desultory campaigns.

compact and interdependent;
-

especially

The Lichas

-scene

bearing

a

sphere

own

-

one

might

much is made by critics

quarter of the play.
/

ones

the Iphitus

say,

right

-

His absence does not lessen

-

scene,

significantly ironic.

Oechalia-scene

a great

This dust-coated Zeus

where he

may arise

was

a

might

He

significant

even promotes

--

seems

well

The spectator may
go on,

vacuum:

he

accordingly,

sees

(hears of)

burst of energy that leaves Zeus in his
was

left behind by all these events at Tiryns

tidying up his son's affairs.

For this spectator the question

what Zeus will think of Oechalia.

virtue of the fact that it

it

in the way the scene trots out Zeus in

well remark this

dust.

Too

activity).

and confidently disposes of him.

Oechalia in

It

of the fact that H only appears in the last

its comfortable way

H storming

of Oechalia.

65

foresignalled in the Lichas

to notice in the

Heracles affair).

but with a point of contact.

subtlety of Sophocles' method throughout

as

-

•

(It presents them in action, each in

impression of vigorous, relentless

The

Eurytus' hybris but also

is concerned with the capture

presents H and it presents Zeus.
his

on

He

S however makes everything

not only mares and

Iole herself has

-

give them the same

or

(For instance Apollodorus does not have H

significance that he does.
return at once and so

Apollodorus' would

e.g.

It may arise precisely by

noticeably does not arise in the drama at all.

He may,

furthermore, find this so because the question what Zeus

thought of the murder of Iphitus is_ in the drama

because,

as

mentioned, inversely, obliquely:

-

and noticeably,

something that needs to

be unscrambled.

Two things, then,

(a) The

in the dramaturgy.

significance dramatically housed, quite hidden.
the dramatic event

(b) Connection of
that

or

What we have is simply

action, tightly constructed and controlled,

scenes:

'significance.1

suggestion.

This is

less in evidence

even

It suggests itself only by being noticeably absent.

I continue this discussion

central to Trachiniae

its

scene:

-

by reference to the debate (on matters

criticism) between Kitto and Easterling (BICS).

"A little while ago, contemplating what TJ has

done to Ctechalia,

remembering how Zeus had already punished him for the killing of Iphitus,
and not

forgetting the last

of the first ode,

verse

we

found ourselves

wondering what Zeus might be thinking of this wanton destruction of
whole city.

that H

was

Does S not tell us?

we were

about to offer holy sacrifice to Zeus in return for his

When D heard the news,
not say:

Twice (vv, 237-241, 287 f.)

"What

a

and

saw

a

told

triumph.

the wretched train of captives, she did

glorious victory! "

but something rather different.

Hyllus begins his narrative by saying that H

came to

the place of sacrifice

'after sacking the city of Eurytus, bringing with him the trophies and
first-fruits of his

victory.'

be true that S had heard of

The

only

needs heat to make it effective:

scene

one

Now, it may

is set.

kind of magic

venom, a

or may not

kind that

in either case it is the fact that it was

the heat from the sacrificial fire that caused the

venom

to

begin working

74.

on

I-I's flesh.

god's reply to H's offering for

Must this not be the

presumably believed in Zeus?

audience that

terribly imaginative piece of drama

If not, then S created a

by accident."

-

an

(Kitto, Poiesis

174/175).
"Now I think

we are

certainly intended to feel here that Lichas is

making large claims for H's justification, and we ought also to be

surprised that PI
has been

fit to sacrifice to Zeus as though his behaviour

everything that Zeus would desire.

all this stress

was

sees

slavery is to make

on

us

Perhaps the real point of

begin to wonder if II the enslaver

This I believe to be the real focus of

not after all a slave himself.

dramatic interest, that we should have an uncomfortable suspicion as we
listen to this

speech that Lichas and H

their assessment of the situation.

the moral significance

hybris;
colours

-

disastrously mistaken in

I think this is

of the sacking of Oechalia

for

a

-

he is shown

passage

one

more

as a

important than

clinching act of

admittedly S is deliberately painting H's behaviour in lurid
as

violent, cruel and staggeringly self-centred

but I do not believe with Kitto that the audience

in

otherwise

act of violence

will receive H's thanks

suggest that
not on the

.

.

.

..

.

may

well be asking itself in what spirit Zeus

offering for his total destruction of a city.'

certain

does not or,

Easterling (BICS) 61.

significance in the Lichas-scenes

Iphitus, destruction of Oechalia)

(slaying

66
-

he connects them.

if she does, only negatively.

aspect of the dramaturgy

I

the human action and suffering and

on

probable divine reaction."

a

'having just been told

that Zeus has already punished H

unnecessary

the emphasis is

Kitto finds

of

ore

(which has indeed,

Easterling

This brings out the essential
as

Easterling says, its

emphases in the human action and suffering and not on the probable
divine

reaction):

that the

another/other)

conjunction with
drama

that, as

we

-

suggest a signification

(in

but this is so far from explicit in the

find, controversy

dramatist's intention.
what all this

scene may

arise as to the

may

Y/hat is hot explicitly expressed is,

in fact,

Zeus, Zeus' participation or non-participation:

means to

a

great intangible in the play.

"A great

deal of play is made by Sophocles with the idea that

the sacrificer turns into

that

in this

sees

victim:

the robe to turn into

causes

Kitto

a

a

it is the heat of the sacrificial fire

hideously torturing strait-jacket.

powerful scene confirmation of his view that the play

is concerned with the reactions of Zeus to the

god's reply to Id's offering, for

not be the

believed in Zeus?'
inference

a

.

says as
„

„

16 (ivi/

ciav

audience that presumably

that if this is to be the audience's

great deal of the play's irony and subtlety is lost:

for everyone

(H

I suggest

an

'Must this

hybris of H:

else witnessing the incident it clearly is_

much at 993-5:
'!

»

t

I

/

/

answer

J

>1

/

ll/

yth c-ty

o<*ou

Zeus'

for H and

■> j,

rivucrcJ,

but the audience knows that H is being tortured because in response to

sending Iole home D sent him the robe, and that the robe in turn

poisoned because Nessus wished to
Nessus had the poison because H
the

me

venom

in the last line of the

play:

which I would interpret

(with Kitto)

himself

had shot him with

of another of his victims,

that Zeus is behind the events

revenge

on

on

an arrow

the Hydra of Lerna
Cenaeum

r»t/rWf

H, and

...

only in the

o rr

as an assertion

yrj

his

was

that

steeped in
It seems to

sense

implied

Z-to*,,

that the universe is

76.

orderly, not chaotic:

you

have to take the

do, and Zeus has not neglected his

son

consequences

for what

you

in allowing the natural laws to

(Easterling 64.)

take their course."

Collocation of the three passages

quoted shows how the drama

Having followed the drama's imaginative pointers he

works for Kitto.

connected Oechalia and Zeus

(though the drama left them conspicuously

unconnected).

The Cenaeum

scene

the connection;

and Easterling's piece shows how once again such inter-

served for Kitto only to strengthen

61
scenic

resonances

are

left entirely to the imagination

Easterling continues (65):

"Perhaps

we

chorus have to say about the events on Cenaeum

'Zeus is paying him out'

say,

that there would be

death'

.

.

a nosos

Oechalia!

But

the doer of these
Not content with

this

_'

roovd

to

Alas for the

deeds',
a

seen as

say not a
•>

f

They do not

of course,

it meant

'We

spear

with which he sacked

Cypris, ministering in silence, has been plainly proved

rrf^x-rcvf

riZ»cf

whole stasimon devoted to the power

.

of love, S gives

not, of course, that this

excusing H's behaviour, but it is striking that the

chorus emphatically

They

(821 sq.).

what the

antistrophe ends this ode significantly:

explicit verdict in favour of Cypris;

should be

see

is upon him more piteous than any suffering brought

him by his enemies.

upon

ought to

but 'So this was the point of the oracle

end of the labours for H:

The second

.

lament for H;

us

an

of the spectator.

do not react

as

Kitto thinks an audience should.

word about Zeus, only Cypris, and the emphatic
/

ought to

serve as a

Lichas' remarks about Zeus being the

corrective, if we need one,

."

77.

Easterling's synthesis is evident.

The unsatisfactoriness of
No-one would

deny Cypris her part at the heart of the drama.

But if

Cypris limits Zeus' role in the way Easterling sees it what then is that
role?

Again she will allow that through Zeus

of what

consequences

do but seems to set

an

interdict

on

political

The natural laws that Zeus promotes in this case, and

consequences.

of which

you

have to take the

you

we are

sensible in the consequences of our actions have at

their heart the natural law of sex,

All that Zeus does is in

Eros.

colourless, un-moral way to ensure that such consequences

a

occur.

Zeus, in Easterling's concept, is a sort of docile handmaid to Cypris,

cleaning

up

But the consequences of H's

after her uncomplainingly.

68
actions are

pre-eminently political.

to do with the

If the play has

a

moral

it has

tyranny of a blind, unrestrained private passion and the

enormity of its public consequences which become evident to the once-

opened
a

At bottom there is the powerful moral in the view given of

eye.

great individual whose strength could subdue all but himself.

like Oedipus, for as Oedipus is struck down, as if by a
at the

so

point where he was apparently

is H struck down in what

and endurance."

his great

Oedipus' strength

(Poiesis 175) points
riddle outside had

out.

no

life.

was

powerless against the

was

was

a

namely his intelligence,

glory

-

his physical strength

intelligence,

The intelligence that

like

Oedipus

-

on

as

Kitto

its own solved the

same

he crushed primitive forces without but

forces operating within himself.

not think the moral is the dramatic aim.

allows of such

malignant fate,

inkling of the riddle within, concerning Oedipus'

own

H

was

supreme,

"He is

moral

The

(I do

play's symbolic richness

alongside of the primary aim which is to represent

78.

the destiny and personality faithfully to the whole hero
that does full justice to the

What is

in

-

a way

myth).

particularly surprising in Easterling's critique of Kitto

finding loss of irony and subtlety in Zeus' reaction to H's hybris.

is her

Her point as

the erotic

against Kitto is that he sees divine reaction only to miss

inevitability.

If Kitto's concentration has caused him to

neglect the fundamental erotic connection in the events, Easterling's
criticism is

far justified

so

play brings her to
of Zeus.

Zeus)

an even

(I leave this open).

But her view of the

less desirable standpoint in her diminution

(It shows forth Cypris, not

The play itself underplays Zeus.

but that is what is significant.

-

There is not

a

little irony in the suggestion

(rather, the dramatist's

pointed refusal to suggest openly) that Zeus' reply to H's magnificent
sacrifice is to

This is to pay

'pay him out' in full

a

of his recent actions.

69

him out erotico-politically.

indeed, by presenting
work but

consequence

any

of these dimensions of consequence as Zeus'

natural train of events

initiatives and

The play works not,

following ineluctably

naturally to the given set of conditions.

H's

on

Zeus'

own

presence

hidden in all matters it is impossible to suspect Zeus hand in some
matters without

suspecting it in all.

The irony is
utter

is

(I need

sustained not least of all by the hero's complete and

to stress

this) unconsciousness of the significance of what

happening to him (in all its dimensions) and why.

think

It is not as if (I

Easterling almost infers this, though there is scope for misunder¬

standing her here) the H who exclaims
~

~

i/t

[

ifcftW

"

atav
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r^vvcr^
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rv

~

is

anywhere near awareness that this might, be from Zeus

for the sack of Oechalia and all.
is

so

struck

so

taken

up

with D's treachery

of the aptness of his apostrophe of Zeus

that he is quite unconscious
His

his deserts

The point, no doubt, is that the hero

by this bolt from the blue,

at the moment.

-

appeal to Zeus simply attests his sense of

(heroic) self-righteousness.

innocent

Heracles continues in magnificent heroic savagery.
in the

beauty of the dramatic execution:

%

to!>tu)v

koui?6V

ri

respected, cherished to the nth.
humbled, not heroes

the least hint

same

configuration

its full ironical

Oeta

-

an

and

essence is

whose rightful place is
pyre

as

before) that the H whose affairs

may as

say,

what is to come,

earth

-

disposed
For

the play assumes the apotheosis

justifiably accept this

Once again the irony is

on

are

as

in the drama

as we

(which is

to

all, unless ...)

say, not at

entirely of

the irony

by Zeus is by this route bound for Olympus.

accept Zeus' contemplation of Eurytus' fate as in the drama

the pass to

from which

apotheosis is carefully eschewed:

complement, I would

we

are met,

It is, after all, for mortals to be

certainly not heroes

(almost) of

of to such full account

on

H's heroic

and here in its turn is what lies behind the

Olympus;

(of the

-

Zeus' requirements

"Z.&;

yq

The irony is

-

H's ignorance of

his unconsciousness of this aspect of his destiny (at

which he has
a

sustained by ignorance

come as

he gives his orders to Hyilus) being

piece with his unawareness of the necessity of Zeus' lav/

that embraces

even

him, while earth-bound.

If it is evident the play works by ironical suggestion about what
Zeus is

actually doing in the play

-

how in his inscrutable

way

he is

80.

being mindful of his son (at
dramatist achieves this

hand, hiding,

every

step), then it is also clear how the

by excluding Zeus from the drama, hiding Zeus'

like logic, the apotheosis.

on a

These

are two

planned

invisibles, intangibles.

Consonant with them is the superhuman heroic
critics notice as his violence,

cruelty, self-centredness full stop.

order except the full stop.

Which is quite in

his heroic ethos operative in

humanity.

his breathless fate fits him also for

"The paracharaxis is obvious.

continues:

simply turned into a stoic saint.

was

Such

place

a

This barbarity of H is just
an

ethos fitting him for
the gods.

among

Murray (p. 125) quotes the entry in Suidas on Heracles.

G.

altered.

personality, what

But I think it is

at work

rebellious,

on

The primitive strong man is

The label is kept and the content

fairly clear that quite

the H of the Tr.:

more

He

a

change

subtle, and forming

a

allegorist made straight for edification

a

different paracharaxis

nearer to

the original,

deeper criticism of life.
the

as

rule attempt to study the saga in itself.

crow

flies;

S studies the

more

The late

he did not

saga,

tests it,

and finds it evil, and shows how the false ideal which it represents
works in human iife.

the content,

so to

speak, is left

is shown not to fit.

tradition

comes

called

'good;'

a

one

son,

The hero himself is

The

out as

the

as

afrcws

it was;

ascTfwi/

left, his exploits
but the stamp

are

really

left;

all

superscription

of conventional

something monstrous, something which cannot be

son

might almost

of Zeus is not above human standards, but below;
say,

worthy of that inscrutable being who is

responsible for all the misery and chaos of the world ..."
the

or

as a

play ends with H below

man,

exposed.

For Murray

This however is not Sophocles'

purpose

but an arrangement of the poet on the way to his aim which is
present the hero in himself and the

not to leave H below man but to

life") simultaneously.

reality (the saga as it "really works in human
The important

distinction is that it is not the poet's purpose merely to
His aim is not paracharaxis but the

give expression to that reality.

He wished to represent the essential Heracles

contrary.
so

-

and he did

by showing how, in his essence, he was totally at odds with

convention

-

(Thus the

with normal, ethical, conscienced humanity.

hero, having accomplished his Oechalian exploit, sacrifices grandly at

Cenaeum).
foil of D;

Thus the hero is represented super—humanly:
as a

law unto himself, heroically self-centred

against the

(e.g. his

inconsiderately impassioned appeal to Hyllus to take him up even if it
means

as

sharing his fate; cf.

13

p.

,

with respect to Hyllus and lole);

unthinking in the purest, most primal

prowess,
in part,

way

totally given over to

-•

conscious of that only (and the dramatist achieves this again,

by showing

up to

the utter unconsciousness of the subject, the

hero's sexual prowess as a malady, an affliction that takes hold of him
like

a

wild animal

so

-

Easterling, BICS 67).

S then does not reduce the hero to sub-human

impressions detailed

apotheosis is

consonant with this

truth

an

enormous

-

matter outside of the question of the apotheosis.

seen as

entailed by the play's dramatic logic then

is the way

misfit here

irony that is not in fact irony

the hero is represented:

on

-

earth may with

pass on to

man.

integral H, in

perfect harmony

the theoi.

takes account of the ambiguous representation

than

and leave him

This observation, that the hero is represented whole rests on the

there.

If the

-

-

and

This synthesis

of Heracles:

more

god/bea

82.

II, in fact, perfectly realizes the ambiguous representation

Part

(To the

of the hero.

achieves

-

dramatic view of PI acting out now before us the ambivalence

a

of his being

extent that this is what Part II pre-eminently

-

it represents a magnificent culmination of the trend of the

drama. Part II, perhaps, is the most 'dramatic' scene of the play.
it would be set in relief

section of

So,

by being viewed against the long preceding

fantasy-filled, poetic-artificial, narrative-styled drama.

This section has

Even the very

a

certain dream-like

unreality lent by these elements.

dramatic situation built around D has the vividness of a

dream, from the strong impress of fate.
are

70

The dramatic Deianira-scenes

(1)

underlaid with structural artificiality:

the Lichas-Messenger

intrigue, in which Lichas1 deception is pointed up as deception

(see

p.

8f.)

by the elaborate balance and opposition of truth and half-truth;
contributing to the artificiality
lengths he

goes to

are

the strange antics of Lichas, the

in public to show

his master;

up

zeal itself has to be reconciled with the

tidings he heard from Lichas;
love about the first stasimon;

1089 ff.:

tv

■

'4i/0/kov
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(2) the balance of D's two rheseis
(3)

on

some

<Pf) ka&eorare-

up&'s
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olL norc~[
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of the highlights of his grand career
or

on

the parodos, discussed p.61f,).

f)>r'a KAr<rifyacracrfrt

begrudge him his due
71

.

the messenger's

fully invidious aspect of the

9r)(£>vt vftfierr)t/ QSofJoV, ucfefo^o'/

As he dwells

play)

■

even

(and let

us not

minimise his heroic achievement, attested in the

he is unconscious how perfectly, in the context of the play, his

description of his victims fits himself.

The association of H's nosos

with his

is

eros

a

function,

once more,

of imagination.

Imagination

responds to the lines just quoted and notices that the language the hero
uses

the

to describe his centaur victims

ground

nosos

-

unconsciously suits him down to

the H that Eros made destroy Oechalia to have lole.

comes

Unconscious of the self-revelation

to him from Nessus.

in his sickness he is also unaware that what rages
7 3

is, symbolically, Nessus' hybristic eros:
attempt to violate D.

That

eros,

H's

the

we see now,

inside his blood

eros

was

now

that made Nessus

of the same quality

that made H attack Oechalia for Iole.

When N tried to rape D, H acted

justly (which is to overstate the matter

-

The fact remains:
Oechalia it

the difference in H is plain.

escaped him that he

better justice

was

When he attacked

acting with no better motives, no

This then is why there are two (connected)

than Nessus.

governing H's fate.

oracles

he simply did what was right).

The

one

needed the other for intelligibility.

its lines become clear, makes both oracles

Or, rather, his fate,

once

intelligible at

and in their inter-connection.

once

-

H's fate is bi-oracular.
Nessus, in the hero's past;

One oracle related, cryptically, to

the other apparently pointedly (76-7) to
These oracles combine to suggest their

Oechalia, of present concern.

particular fateful movement:

Evenus will overtake H (at Cenaeum, of

which neither oracle contained

thought,

was

a

hint'. ) via Oechalia.

Cenaeum,

significant as seeming to bring out, in various

superman in H.

ways,

we

the

He appears heroic, almost god-like through Hyllus as

he sacrifices to Zeus

-

and shortly afterwards he is seen violent and

raging as with characteristically superhuman strength he victimizes the
unfortunate Lichas.

At Evenus,

on

the other hand, H appeared in

Fully in his element, justly (as I claim)

typically mythic persona.
he

destroys an evil force in the service of man

own

Nov/ consider Oechalia.

wife.

is conceived

It

was

-

that is to

plainly

seen

his

say,

that the hero

humanly here, acting all too humanly as he succumbs to

Iole and acts to possess

her.

Nessus' robe caught

up

with H

unexpectedly because, coming when it came, it caught him out:
Heracles this time had been acting with
violent rape

the violence however

-

destroys Eurytus
same reason

-

,

a

now

Nessus1 hybris in wanton,
spilling

over

politically:

it

whole city (as it destroyed Iphitus if he died for the

because the hero could not have his way with the

The conclusion must be that

that,

girl).

simply, is the form hybris takes in the

hero's case, corresponding to the simpler, sadder hybris of Ther Kentauros,
for which he

was

properly punished.

The erotic and the political

inextricably intertwined in society and 'properly punished'
in his father's

Heracles,

sight, grandly sacrificing.

One notices

immediately (the inverted

that this conclusion is made explicit
the whole

was

are

commas

notwithstanding)

only with injury to the drama itself,

tendency of which is to submerge it in symbolism and suggestion

well underneath the action.

It becomes easy

sacrificing at Cenaeum
the

then to
was not

go on to suppose

that god-like H

being god-like in vain;

that in

superb sacrificer was going to be sacrificed and in the

fact, being given his first leg-up to

Tr.

is

supercede it.

a

dialectical play.

a

Easterling).

instant

same was,

in

truly blessed life of immortality.

It suggests

a

level of meaning only to

(A little like Easterling superceding Kitto

that only via Kitto

one

-

with the proviso

85.

The dialectic is determined

by the nature of H evinced by the

play, part man, part beast/god.
The events have ultimately no
of the

son

of Zeus is

an

artifact of

(cf. remarks p.4 8 et passim).

a

moral significance:

human view and

a

the immorality

human situation.

If we see Oechalia destroyed through

an

overmastering passion and an intricately worked out Nemesis following
that is

no more

than illusion:

terrible, just, wise.

power:

translation of his son,

one

7 4

staged by Zeus,

(in death)

as

conveniently sprung

on a

gave

the

:

he blazed and night (sin

disgruntled centaur.

'<*•

kre

pathological e'ros) dying

play to evince his

For him it is but a mechanism for the

This, actually, is the spirit of the drama.
rw<t-£u

a

■

c

pyre put H to

sleep

to keep the metaphor,

or,

birth to the

sun,

(cf. Segal,

H immortal,

108).

Having noticed earlier in this section the introduction, at the start
of the

play and in the parcdos, of the two themes of mutability in life and

mortality I should end this

essay

by tying in with the 'mother' theme of

mutability in human fortune and the cycle of joy and
of

mortality) the central theme of

men

or

and

scheme of mutability.

women are

launched

own

way

outcome

(and the theme
The

exist within, express

Into the cycle of joy and sorrow

by Eros, the cycle is the subjective expression,

experience, of the objective necessity of fate.

between

sorrow

The connection is clear.

eros.

different Crotes of D and H each in their
the necessary

The link,

or

bridge,

subjective and objective, between the impulse of Eros and the
is

,

.

deception.

This had to be because of the

position at the nub of things of Nessus who was thwarted erotically
but

through deceptively.

won

mind

(just

Iole's looks beguiled Heracles).

as

the heart of the action

beguiling):

to

Deianira

essential

on

Thus deception is at

her deception of him in turn necessitated by her

self-deception

-

The charm,

rather, delusion.

as

it were,

His delusion in

disguises and betrays the deceptiveness of Eros

-

its

malignancy in him.

Mutability, eros, deception, magic constitute
-

with which 'late

learning1 sits uneasily.

because the play, unlike
characters act

on

O.T., is not

a

thematic unity

Late learning is not a theme

a quest

for truth.

"He makes his

the basis of likelihood, while the fatal dice are loaded

hopelessly and irrationally in favour of the most unlikely event.
in

her

the heroine promotes her

magic, the epitome of deception.

infects H with

over

(since love, acting strongly, has the effect of

Lichas' deception acting

subsequent action;
recourse

He beguiled D, cast a spell

Thus,

the. split between the hoped-for likelihood and the unknown, unlooked-

for facts, the plot

of the Tr. becomes

a

long and painful search for truth,

whose final

discovery brings overwhelming despair."

Tr.

search for truth, not even with Deianira.

is not

is not

on

a

learning (late) but

on

acting (blind).

75

The plot of the
76

The emphasis

87.

FOOTNOTES

1.

Heracles is abbreviated H, Deianira D, though not with great
cons

2.

istency.

Part 1, as it were,
actor,

3.

eminently 'readable,' Part 2 challenging the

cf. Mazon 7f.

development is reflected/aided in

This

of the choral odes.

an aspect

of the 'progression'

The chorus is constituted of

girls of Trachis.

Fittingly, the view which they most suitably transmit is the youthful
Deianira's view of H, the mythic hero of her courtship, as in the
1st stasimon.

str.yc?

her mood

parodos

3rd stasimon str. <x ; the conqueror of Oechalia 3rd

,

stasimon

To them he is also the hero of the labours,

ant.y3
-

/' and D's husband.

anxious longing,

They sympathetically reflect

parodos ant

and hopes

-

her

anticipation of his victorious homecoming, 2nd stasimon ant A.

k.t-%.

(But cf. 3 83, o^c-VrO
outburst

_

sympathetic with D's

but for their

a

spontaneous and ambivalent

own

thoughts of the moment

inescapable condemnation of H

mouth of D than

chorus).

come

to terms with her

show their

-

appropriate in the

when she discovers lole.

thoughts alone.

chorus in their 1st stasimon sing
is D at farthest

more

As she does

so

of the youthful, courting D.

from D of the present moment.

remove

doubt,

no

The chorus, in stasima at least, have no

share in the H of D's inmost thoughts
D must

.

the
This

The chorus

sympathy and sensibility by turning to the past for refuge

from the hard reality of the present.
The chorus is close to D and their

function of this intimacy.

contemplation of H is a

But the progress of the play is such that

the chorus must find this bond of sympathy and

by necessity of events.
The chorus

What is this to the picture of H?

sing their parodos to D in

appropriately signal their friendship

(I examine this briefly
All other odes

are

friendship severed

on p.

sung

on

person.

their first

This would

appearance.

107).
by chorus alone

on stage.

1st stasimon D has gone inside to fix the robe;

(During the

during the second

during the third she kills

she is discovering its insidiousness;

are

nothing).

Only the fourth hides

herself.

in the 1st stasimon sympathetic

responsibly sympathetic;

indeed.

In each

case

we

In the parodos they

see

(The voice of

him in terms of her.

of youthful optimism.

Consider

the chorus in the

parodos is

the

opening and the optimism of the ending "who ever

saw

bright,
Zeus

sunny

one

unmindful of his children?"

so

--

wise, sincere and straightforward piety,

^on-Kc-ratj ^iosciciv
So D,

with

to

youthfulness

^ i/fa£v 4/ molcSe

Qcfb no<, Q-cow {ooP cy/ifrc<i

aurou/ ml y tv oo

goes a

fO-ovel.

from the close confines of her adult experience will address

youth who

from the comparison (not without paradox) specially

emerge

gifted and accordingly wise in spite of inexperience.

The

implications of the 'dual' standard in characterization implicit in
this view of chorus in relation to heroine
in Section B.

(p. 61

naturalistic.

They

ff.).
are

they

are

The characterization of chorus is not

a

character:

view and their

identity is local:

inhabitants of the region of Oeta
of these communities
return of Zeus'

son

have had

no

fretted.

When

in their

him

there is 'over-characterization'

given a reach beyond their nature).

In the second stasimon the chorus
own

considered in detail

identifiably 'youthful' but not with the

conformability expected in
-

are

own

by Alcmena,

they

right

as

H

more

or

less in their

they apostrophise the

and the Malian Gulf and

as

members

they happily look forward to the victorious

of him for

news

see

go on

a

as

does Deianira (ant.*. ).

twelvemonth and know how D.

in ant.

p,

They
has

to wish him arrived they do so

youthful Trachinians looking forward to seeing

sacrificing by them.

Their concluding hope is that he will be

altogether his wife's by the efficacy of the charm.
In the third stasimon

They speak of

an

old prophecy predicting that after 12

labours would end
as

coming 12 years after some unspecified time

seem to

years

Heracles'

(an ancient prophecy concerning the present time

mention of the 12 year

-

they transcend the limits of their community.

or

event?).

The

period, unique to them, makes the chorus

speak from knowledge gained outside the action of the play

not confined to Trachinian circumstances

involving Deianira and

89.

(See also

Heracles but universal Greek knowledge.
In ant.

61).

p.

they relate this knowledge to what they have recently

learned from Hyllus

of Heracles' plight.

outside the play

on

(as if to disabuse Hyllus in his absence)

reflections explanatory
of Deianira's action

They embark

(str.^ ).

and take in the

In ant./S they stand almost
scene

in a grand sweep.

In this

summing up they place the rape of Iole in its fateful position in the
context of Heracles'

exploits, aligning his life-story, his strengths

and weaknesses, within

determination of

the divine order (Cypris) and its

destiny, of which oracles

The stasimon is thus cyclical.

can

The chorus

come

starting point by interpreting Heracles' fate.
thus the most
it at this

inspired, visionary

one

from sensing the
a

juddering of the

revolution

unseen

common

Their singing

develops is their

men

anything

-

and Deianira.

new

about Heracles.

identity, their independence of view as

own

rather, dr.ift of necessity

comes

wheel of fate about to

lot of

the umbilical cord connecting them to

of

that they sing.

Perhaps their inspiration

The chorus then do not tell much

-

This stasimon is

At all events their inspired perspective

...

entails remoteness from the

What

round to their

particular moment after D has slipped quietly indoors, has

doubtless something to do with it.

complete

give an intimation.

-

away

Deianira is cut.

They

move

from Deianira towards independence

relationship vis-a-vis Hercules, taking

us

along

as

fellow-passengers.

They do not add much to the picture of Heracles but promote the travel
of the

play which is from subjective views of him towards objective.

The chorus project an

ideal view of IT.

realized in the first strophe of the parodos.
are

discreetly but highly functional

afford their pure,
the

course

The

sunny

whereabouts they
context of

char.

as

In this

way

the chorus

since they will continually

foil to the debasement of the hero in

of dramatic circulation.

parodos,

splendidly

ideal view

-

This is most purely

as

I suggest, epitomizes this tendency

-

their

and elated concept of H (Alcmena's son whose
appeal to the

dialogue in which

we

sun to

reveal) emerging out of the

hear that H was lately Omphale's

Knox, reviewing Ronnet, states
of Ronnet's

one

on p.

problems, the chorus of

far been sympathetic to D, weep
his

698:

wife, they do

for H

"When, to take

young

as

girls-who have

if they had

known

never

because S wants the audience to think

so

so

now

D's innocence but of the greatness of the dying hero and,

not of

quite clearly, he was not at all worried that the audience would
itself with what had happened to the * character' of the

concern

But Knox's

chorus."

implication here that the poet allows the

chorus to act out of character

("he used whatever

appropriate to the dramatic situation,"

was

The chorus

are

means or

mode

ad loc.) is mistaken.

consistently found to 'idealize' H:

see essay,

pp.

26 and 39 (in this they chime in with reality rather than illusion:

we

understand this fully at lines

"and

had children whom

we

he

1112/3;

saw as a

and

see p.

39).

farmer might a remote field

at sowing and then at harvest only."

(31)

he has

acquired

is well

recognized, the point is his absence with but occasional

appearances
in it:

-

a

-

thematic simile.

Also, D puts her

Her forceful expression

speech of 531 ff,

acquired.

of emotion is in the vein of her vigorous

(Curiously, both Jebb and Easteriing fail

translate

,

of the simile:

emotions

own

she identifies with the remote field the farmer has

As

to

thus doing less than justice to the subjectivity

D herself feels

'receive in

neglected and lonely).

marriage',

e.g.

cf.

LSJ II it

i-fovrjcrreftre rqv yvvcxikw,

XHG6.4.37.

yoiptTw

D's ready reliance &U others has subjective and objective
manifestation.

information:
to

The latter in the

rumour,

general phenomenon of indirect

then report processed, from disingenuousness

inscrutability perhaps, yet forming the basis of her decision and.

action;

the former in various ways:

suggestion;
and

her dependence

the nurse's

the interrogation of Lichas at the chorus' suggestion

messenger's initiative, followed by D's

contribution;

on

own

clinching

her exit from the house to consult the chorus

decision concerning the robe.

on

her

Her tragic submission to Hyllus'

impulsive condemnation is also in character.

91.

6.

by the stasimon's position after the revelation of lole's

But

significance and before D's intimation to the chorus of her fateful
treatment of the robe this detail

withdrawal from the

reflects

arena

taking her destiny in her

representing D's delicate

hands and acting alone (and from

own

afar) to remedy her plight.

her present situation of

on

This significance is present, with

suggestion of a comparison of happier days with less happy

its

by the contrast of the mythological and real-life situations

ones

of the effect one's

in respect

own

actions might have

the

upon

outcome.

7.

"Fttr einen kurzen Augenblick darf Deianeira glauben das der

a>>7nY|roc

fiiof

der Herakles fllr den Fall, das

.

,

Das kurze

.

Dank

-

und

Jubellied, das darauf folgt, ist der

einzige, ergreifende Ruhepunkt der Tragodie.
durch die wohlbedachte Abspaltung der
offiziellen Botschaft des Lichas.
tritt das Unhei.1 auf die

38 ff.

In

Blihne, das D

Apollodorus the

with his father-in-law.
Evenus and Nessus
away

Sophocles H

Matthews p.

von

der

zuvor

schon in unbestimmter

cause

of the Trachinian exile

cup-bearer.

He then left

was

Fie was staying

Calydon and

came to

from the human phase of operations).

290, T.

Trachis from Tiryns.
von

Wilamowitz 100 f.

But not so if

76 ff. is correct in referring to the banquet held by

"

I

-

rrorv/0, j

Apollodorus II. 6. init.
as

the

In

Eurytus fragment F 13 K in which (host bids guest?)

10.

H's

(thus found, in Sophocles, moved back to the

comes to

So also Kranz

vorlaufigeri

Mit diesem und den Madchen

unintentional homicide of Oeneus'

mythic and

Er wird ermoglicht

(Beck, 17).

Weise vorahnt.

9.

die kritische

fhr das Haus, dem ihr Sorgen und Walten gilt, gesicherL

das heisst:

8.

er

hberstehe, verheissen ist, fiir ihn, damit aber auch ftlr sie, und

Zeit

sei

,

Diodorus IV.

Eurytus fearing

31.

init.,

a repetition

>'

s

<5T<U^<r rr«f«. pvryrrqv

There

are two

rre nov

traditions.

. .

.

In the other,

H simply woos Iole and is refused,
of what befell Megara.

Also the

y'trfcv

92.

Scholiast

on

Euripides' Hippolytus 545 in Schwarz's edn.

with

,

authorities adduced.

11.

When developments inform one that
up

Iole

(a) the mention of skill in archery in the

quarrel between guest and host
contest which EI won

and create

some

the basis of there having been

on

but got no joy of when E went back on his

This would give H some

offer.

purpose was to cover-

might (as I confess I did) jump to the conclusion that

one

this would account for

a

Lichas1

justification in attacking E

-

problems for the interpretation of the play1.

(b) the unexplained abruptness of the mention of the quarrel:
is

skimming

what he cannot afford to

over

motivation in coming to

Oechalia.

I

go

Lichas

(c) H's

into;

in other words, able to

was,

give little due to the fact that H was already married

on

the

supposition, perhaps, that he might have qualified for the archery

by persuading the organizers that he intended to divorce D.

contest

This clearly
II. 6.1

(The original H, according to Apollodorus

won't do.

after his mad speli gave Megara to his nephew loiaus;

v

then, desiring marriage, went
/

_

12.

In 255
there is

taking
are
=

an

an

■

oath to enslave the

cf.

E.M.

13.

with his family.

Craik,
-

LCM 9.2.

a vague

When the messenger says

telling

and formulating

us

to assure Deianira of

-

"An

yet ominous hint at the truth,
.

.

.

")

(198) that Lichas

e^odai, <?&

about Lichas1 reluctance to be held

not that he was reluctant to tell the

consistent with his

-

(Feb. 1984) 24-25

back any longer by an eagerly-listening crowd

means

But the words

rraiSi k.<*L

thinking while taking

was

en

Overtly li is simply

and suppressed by, Lichas

he is

o'oo xwcrfr/

the hero's real purpose:

oblique reference to Iole
well known to,

man

y

'

^

svatKi

interesting use of ambiguity.

(this is what he

his oath.

Oechalia).

n

i\at

■

allowed to betray

Iole

\

v

d<coyctrev.

on to

(a telling detail),

crowd anything.

Lichas' imminent arrival.

complaisant nature,

The

messenger

This is

cf. 1 80, 374/5 etc.

'

93.

274 ff:

14.

Olympian lord Zeus

our

father, wroth

of this

on account

deed of his had him sold into bondage nor put up with it that he
killed this

15.

man

(It is vitality

hero-god.

16.

rea.ro\?o<;

wo-re-

.

as a

law

-

and

of Nessus" philtre.

was

It

seems

to

interpret it correctly:

This

hand."

The simile is

seems

(7-/^«">v^£VrTcserves

artisan

-

(a) graphic

e'tcrV re-

but this simile,

like

upon

powers

a

-

e-vcqra.

craftsman's

on every

craftsman's

serving visual conception (cf.

rr^e-

Ve>rr-cV

KfojJi/cta

us

his flesh and

better than "close-glued, as if by a

232 f.

r

the sawdust

If so this- might help

"Sweat broke forth

his tunic clung to his torso, stuck fast

side."

own

probable that the craftsman simile

designed for precisely that purpose.

simile

of Hyllus'

us

discovering to her alarm the true

is

also

as a

such beyond good and

as

Hyllus here "unconsciously" recalls

simile 699 f. when D

-

.

768, similarly reminds

r

circumstances.

Odyssey

.

justice).

and

-

guilefully

For this quality he is venerated

embodied.

H is vitality

evil

alone of all

(tf'y'etO. (-ot o

K-AFo-

by choice of the thing Odysseus is compared with

characterization),

still less the ancient

(b) recollective: not the craft of

equivalent of Bostik applied to both

surfaces, H's back and his shirt, allow at least 15 min. to dry
but

an

of word at 700, the sawdust pile.

correctly interpreted by C. Zijderveld

versioni

non

neminem

cf.

175-6 who notes cut

nunc

in altera

quadrare

optime in contextum

fugiet,

Apollodorus II. 5. 12.

The scholiast

which

p.

The simile

modo nihil obstat sed etiam genitivurn ilium,

interpretations satis molestum

17.

-

image of the labouring craftsman himself will more put me in

mind of the cutting
was

an

on

Iliad

(j) 194 relates

Meleager asked H to

Pindar who,

marry

D.

a version

Apollodorus II. 7.5.

cf.

367 ff.

of the meeting in

It is not clear if this was in

according to the scholiast, composed

H's duel with Achelous.

0

This meeting is not in Homer at

a poem

J.G. Frazer's note (p. 256)

containing

on

y±.

18.

(

Althaea's brand

tW

&■/{ yalf t-irttc ^ujcrev totg £u>a,<;
has its counterpart, almost, in

cfcv

Sophocles' Tr. in Heracles' oracle.

to overlook:

although it is Heracles who received and wrote down

the oracle the

point

play in its early part makes D the 'wielder' of it
-

76 f.

-

she

seems so

versed in its interpretation

to be able to announce that its message

cf. Kamerbeek

Euboea.
into

19.

an

-

-

A 601 ff.) where

(

or

This tends to make D backhandedly

Hell and.

are

provide

Meleager

-

a wry comment on

entirely homeric in their prejudice that the
For H, son of Zeus, unwittingly meeting

in Hades

-

thinks nothing, judging by his

question, of finding a slain son of a god in Hades

Meleager (Ares

-

so

the mix-up in

H does not quite know whether he is in

latter is his proper place.
his fate in

connected H's fate with

indeed, Bacchylides' conception of the meeting of H

and Meleager in Hades

Heaven

10).

as

cf. n.29.

Althaea.

These lines

Homer

power

This points up a feature of Tr. which one might tend

kindles it.

one

delimit

as it were

Althaea knowing the brand's significance and

life-span.

(at

Both

Apollodorus I. 8. 2.),

-

and such

was

The 5th Ode contains

a

poignant but merely suggested message in the mortal fate of H that
it adumbrates in

Meleager's;

to the

preserves it

VcoV

subtlety,

av^ecrc-iv ^xr\ypcsi°l<>

end-message that is not the
The

the Tr. of Sophocles remains quite true

(it takes

over

B's

9ewv

94f.) but develops within it to
same as

rwf

an

B's.

similarity in the movements of Bacchylides' fifteenth Ode

and Tr. may go back to a single common epic source.

On the other

hand it may reflect a certain affinity between two poets working from
the available Heracles
of

thing.

found in B

traditions,

an eye

in them for the

It seems not unreasonable to think that S built

same sort
on

what he

(technique, inspiration, i.e. poetic vis ion, irony).

This

suggests itself particularly in the interactions that can be discerned
in Ode 5 and Tr.

95.

20.

I would not want to submerge B in
that is all its
of

a

man

own

-

effect

an

(Sophocles' story depends

separation

on

H's fate worked out for him in his absence).

exploits this situation richly perhaps even in what he has left
Meleager, like H, had 'another woman1 involved in his

unsaid:

So Apollodorus 1.8.2.

fate.

Atalanta but then his version

B's
21.

has

poem

the effect of the intriguing personal encounter

with his fate.

and distance
B

-

B's

S.

-

Homer I 529 f. does not mention
-

something it has in

manifestly doctored to his

is

own

dramatic

-

(Sophoclean)

j-j8 was

intentionally, and not in the usual, 'unconscious

way.

Lichas

can

consequently capitalise

making the messenger's assertion 427-8 look absurd.
164:

with

purpose.

<S>/-fuA£

When Lichas told the folk Iole was to be H's

being ironic

common

on

this by-

cf. Stanford

"The most noticeable feature of S's style with respect to our

theme is his

predilection for making his characters use unconscious

rather than deliberate

In this he is appealing to his

ambiguities.

audience through his characters more than in them."
22.

"Unconscious 'ironic' ambiguity"

23.

Her ha mart ia

24.

So she says but in this objective,

-

Stanford 164.

.

herself with the plain facts

-

'realistic' vein in

so

Heracles is madly in love

confronting
-

she continues

behind her back, as it were, the

trend of her earlier tendency in this

speech

-

-

H's side

the nurture of jealousy
now,

but from the other direction, from

not Iole's.

D's pitying lole here invites recall of the earlier moment of

pity (307 ff.).
as

indeed she

we

are

now.

Although she

seems to

does, there being

sensible in how different
Her

no
a

continue in her noble feeling

malevolence

-

at the same time

position Deianira herself stands

pity of earlier had all the magnanimity of her strong

position then:

blessed wife of the victorious

-

pity is still real now but we sense its fragility

saved
-

-

hero.

Hex-

it must be that her

pity for Iole in this way is pity for herself, unconsciously, because
there is not the elevation,

distance of formerly but equality,

-

96.

identification:
true

D has put

The

as

(But

she makes her brave stand.

Beck, 18).

cf.

The sexual connotation of D's suicide
noted
n.

the same footing.

on

significance of this speech of sophrosyne is the actual

weakness of the heroine

25.

them both

by R.P. Winnington-Ingram,

D's last desire is death.

915-6.

that Iole
and

p.

was

Sodden roTcrk''trf<vJv

There

k

er&K.' lr<?K6
-

are

81, n.28 and Easterling
But synergistic is

taken with the sword.

destiny in that.

by sword in H's bedroom

the fact

echoes cf desire

are

cede

Vf-OfTv<.

y

the chorus on hearing what D has done.

Also, the active violence by which D kills herself recalls imagery
associated with her hamartia of
orru>s

26.

doing battle with the gods:

.

536 ff.

a

-

not well-understood

itto imply

Kamerbeek).

Jebb, for instance,

comparison.

has not interpreted this simile accurately

-

possibly from taking

'among the rest' (so also Mazon and

Easterling's correct translation of

side) still does
like

rrui\fq£

not prevent her from

tfcif

~

(at

my

taking the point of the simile,

Jebb and Campbell, to be the 'fatal' nature of the

does not explain what is wrong with the fatal cargo

.

cargo

.

("S.

the important

.

point is that lole resembles something that looks harmless but turns
out to be

with

destructive.")

y^jZqrov

itself

-

i.e.

of the actual

The

error

arises from associating

rro'hnfjak) before, what

a

realization upon

the mind,

once one

enjoyed Iole (

to load my

'ships' it.

&J(U^joevq\/

image, after all) completes, adds painful (

understanding of Iole's significance.
longer,

as

the expense

the burdensome (oppressive)

finality to, the saddling of her mind with the

no

cargo at

thing.

realization that Heracles has
root of the

is more basic,

emphasizing the attributes of the

What the simile mainly conveys is
effect of

<pofr<yV

I think

mind."

-

I take

jThju

up,

new,

"This giri

like a sailor

Her

the
-rdv

■■

)

consolidated

now -

cargo,

but a maiden

pernicious goods

97.

combines simile and metaphor.

The imagery

(though not in the syntax

(or perhaps

suggested by?'.

was

received Iole

the red herring ?) is the mental burden

-

as

)eyncyr)f>co

goods.

,

She has

cheapened (one of the connotations of

t

.

applied metaphorically to I)

ejviroi^tvcu
way

now suggests

goods despatched and received, traded for a robe,

and what she's received is
J

The loaded cargo

knowing.

the oppressiveness in

-

Primary in the image

- a

graphic if brutal

of conveying something of the history or process of coming to

know that she is

seeing the light, her new mood of realism is conveyed

Deianira
in the

nothing like what D conceived at first.

string of venal, commercial images
also lowers the tone to the

-

ordinary level of commodities;

D's attitude is her rhesis after the stasimon is subjective.
She relates to H
but looks

with eyes open but as one

on

personally.

whom H's actions affect

Her heart is involved now, not just her mind

moral phase calls up

27.

'realism' of anyone who

not with the detached

now

Zeus

-

-

and this

decision and action.

not in Cook'.

cf.

L. R. Farnell,

Cults

p.

59,

with note.
2 8.

cf. just before
7

(at 20)

Tu.>£& crcfjtis-fan-'

ck

or.

/

j

fefCxeerai-

\~>&

"Agonistic language is repeatedly used of the

.

activities of Heracles"

(Easterling 80n.)

At 20 and 5 06, both

chronicling the duel, the operative word is
v

v
-

trial of combat, Campbell;

the duel
20

=

usu.

of armies;

while

a

,

-

cf. Zeus

ordeal of
.

But at

similar conflation, but in the

other

direction, found at 80 where the attack

of

a

as

>

5 06: «c-£?>

a^nV<a.s, Kamerbeck).

(20:

ct^wv
'

on

Oechalia is spoken

(bearing in mind the oracle concerned the

labour,

completion of labours).
\

As Kamerbeek notes

(515) Aphrodite
voice ?

was

re

Zeus

the umpire.

•>

/

according to the chorus
Zeus then referee with overriding

98.

29.

D remembered Nessus' instruction

inscribed writings, 683.

conscientiously

earlier in the

That must recall the oracular tablet.

in each case the message is tragically

play;

misconstrued."

The bronze tablet image

with the oracle;

by reflecting the oracular tablet it underscores,

«-»

6 82:

<-aio^ofjq\/
Socrvttrrov

c?/r<o£
/

/

Uai
7b

"

rad

fjei

6^

*

qV

rifoffqiv^,

rena-vr' eS^',

Ktfi

T'a^l

TO'Jf CtTI0fC\/

(j/c^fUCth'-oV

particular 684 ('and such

In

links Nessus' philtre

(her conscientious application), D's part in H's destiny.

with irony

was

prescribed

K.n A.

me

and such did I

t\

accomplish) invites taking inter-contextually:
D

accomplished them.

aspect of the oracle;

something

we

The irony here puts in
or

the irony is

recollect about the oracle

is its alternative formulation:

through past time X, live
out rests

re.

on

on

as

D propounds it.

happily.

a

seen as

Hydra which being
.

"His

-

or

if, he
way

comes

it turns

also

This is

the

a
a

has two aspects:
a

he is stung

grip he cannot escape.

doing of Nessus, the second

as

that of the

snake is easily imagined holding him in its
bold lyrical restatement of Hyllus" account in

preceding

the

light of what D has told them"

scene,

"collaborating" in H's

how thoroughgoing is the

agony

the

3).

die

In other words the

by excruciating pain and stuck fast in

.

(as opposed to H's)

cf. 601 and 531-2 with 319;

of 3rd stasimon)

symbolism meant to be?

.

The

319n.

destiny (v. ant

grip

be reinforced by

either H is going to

A twofold destiny, two oracles, two beasts

The first is

certain light an

a

cf. n.18.

D.

Lichas' irrepressibility

Kamerbeek

/

rTfO^qr^ ynvr&Lc^ -

now seen to

distinctive feature of the oracle in D's mouth

31.

like bronze-

"Dramatically it is linked with the real tablet mentioned

Easterling:

30.

-

its significance interpreted by the chorus in

(Easterling

on ant a

of stasimon

A 'bold interpretation' because of its rationalization of the

respective functions, the division of labour, of Hydra and Nessus.

Hyllus noticed two things, broadly:

adhesion of the robe and signs

of

as

poison devouring him.

a

for these signs
convey

farther back

-

Can

have

a

take the chorus' aetiology

to the two similes that D used to

the effect of the philtre

this imagery

we

on

her woollen applicator (does

symbolic twist?).

But her similes provide

images respectively of corrosion and effervescence:
to

parallel the action

on

o-IkiV^

to the former:
one

some

/

marring, mauling in

It would seem, therefore, that in the two similes

wishes to mimic quite

Sophocles

comprehensively the symptoms of the poison's

part of the magical fantasticality of it all is that the philtre-

-

could adumbrate its effects thus in inanimate
notices another fantastic detail

one

-

§o\t6p~>vt>ct- <eVr^

q>ov/c^

might justifiably read

torments.

action

H's body of Nessus' contribution

seem

of the flesh (sawdust) and hot irritation (bubbling) due

digestion

where

both

lethalness of the philtre where one

-

In passing,

matter.

Nessus

seems

to control the

might expect this to

come

from

(Nessus certainly dominates the chiastic figure in ant

Hydra.

3rd stasimon

--

and all necessity,

The effect of the

,

derives from. him).

,

imagery's delegation of increased authority

on

naturally, to emphasize his personal contribution in H's

Nessus is,

fate.

Hyllus' observations of his father in his unhappier phase at
Cenaeum permit comparison
and
to

Polyphemus.

of H in his furious agony (end of Lichas)

D's two similes

may owe

Odyssey 9's double simile also drawing

similes
at work

something, may allude

on

the crafts.

correspond in that the first of each pair evokes

(but

so

does the second

one

in the Odyssey);

each pair involves phenomena which occur at the

(water/must) and applied human skills;
co-operancy,

The

goes

hand in hand with its contrary

in the tentative openness

consults the chorus
to have recourse to
sense

of

delicacy).

on

-

(humanization

This is, I think, much

of D towards the project.

the wisdom of trying it.

magic.

the second of

a process.

pre-eminently link with Deianira).

to be noticed

craftsman

interface of nature

the humanization of D's venture with the anointed robe
is what we

a

but most of all in their

illustrating various aspects of

fantasticality noticed

The

She

(She jibs at having

The only point here is that it offends her

This is all very homely and intimate.

Their

IUU.

discussion

seems to centre

also

on

in respect

-

play magic

we

common

Eros.

common

love as possession.

Ehrenberg

denominator, in selfishness, in the two.

H's possessiveness is desire plain

Cypric framework.

itself in self-defence,

D's asserted

self-preservation and must stand in contrast

quite (pace Ehrenberg)

as

bourgeois (see below), but of nobility

by comparison in respect of motive and nature:

XfnirT^

says,

sack of

D's

alike Eros manifests himself in his wonted

simple and ruthless in achievement of its object.

an

H over¬

need to keep in sight is the difference between them,

within this

Hyllus

are as

she obeys this in bringing into

which is to say, selfishly:

-

;

of diverting H's desire from its natural path.

as a means

points out this

here

46

on p.

for the girl overmasters him.

(443 f.):

In each protagonist

not

They have in

but his passion

love is also passionate

and

innocence and fallibility

You

of what they have in common and also in what they

masters all

What

whether it will work.

I think, is to emphasize the disparity of the protagonists

totally different beings.

way,

on

36.

n.

The result,

if

cf. remarks

only try.

can

mainly

y^y^f]

enormity (to be viewed

Oechalia) in what is the

thought to tie

).
as

its constancy

(as

Indeed, there is a paradox
against the enormity of the

root of

D's tragedy:

that she

Heracles down.

a

"She acted but not in the defence of eternal laws (for instance,
the sanctity

of marriage) but for her

undisturbed position as

H's wife."

own

private happiness, for her

Quite true, but that this

should incur the absolute condemnation that it does in Ehrenberg
arises from consideration of it absolutely,

corresponding action in her

spouse.

of the Trachiniae's comparative,
states

True again but
not consiaered
a

This goes against the grain

interrelationai method.

(149, previous quote 151) that the alleged

manhood and womanhood

form

independently of the

this does not

mean

interrelatedly.

vital part

the strands.

never come

Ehrenberg

two principles of

into conflict with each other.

they (or what represents them)

are

Such interrelationai considerations

of the play's structure:

in the marked separation of

101.

(I cannot keep myself from indicating

a

flaw in Ehrenberg's

In essence this is that S recasts the myth to enforce

argument.

(individualism) of H entails

the moral that the self-centredness

real death, without regeneration on the pyre.

death:

he argues,

"In the legend H did not die but

156:

the flames to the

gods

.

.

On the

way

borne from

was

but is it possible to assume that without

.

the

slightest hint given by the poet

the

story?

every

spectator would supply

It surely is not, and S makes it quite clear that he did
legend.

The oracles had foretold H's

was meant

but that 1 should die' (1172)."

not think of this form of the

death, and 'nothing else

Ehrenberg overlooks that the oracle had net, in fact, foretold H's
death.

That is what he

interpreted it might possibly

p.57ff. of this essay).
release from

33.

34.

35.

marry

The oracle itself (11 70, 821 ff.) foretold

Easterling's note to 1224.

(

siwm?

serves

The Heracles-scene is marked

(a)

to contrast the real D with the

by such unconscious, Oedipodean

e.g.

vk

1000

aocSoc.

f

rk

2K«T<**.rpir}0-£t;
-

cf. her introduction,

his mind.

in

irony,

Surely H is telling

) lole.

The throwback to
ogre

(see

labours).

I do not understand

Hyllus to

mean

H puts

his finger

on

o

uvro^ia,^

eioiS'c;

be

,

rave

an v

suggests enchantment, magic

7(<?,for'6rXv''7'->

his problem.

,

again,

brings to mind that peripatetic craftsman associated with glued
shirts, corrosion, sawdust, etc.

(b)

ktfe&z.

crk

1039

father).

Godless mother (kills godly

He is in the dark concerning realities at both ends of the

proposition.

(c)

»

eatt.

(see

p.

die.

/

,

^

e^cci(iscrat, (1<vto)J •

|\jci

The poet

or

& fnovov S o&ovav

1021 Hyllus:

V

raavr^

ocr5

c>ure/

,

Z-6u<;.

wishes us to recall the oracle as interpreted, to D by H

57 ff.)

He would either live

At present

carefree life.

he is in

a

fi/w

cC*orrnTcf

lirnbo, neither dead

The effect is perhaps to suggest

nor

(168)
enjoying

that H is tending to

p.

2.

102.

one

of these

(d)

105 8

results, from out of his unforeseen pain.

Ko'o rca>r^

"^'p'1

9qfeio<;

(TTfctrcure

^o^y;q

Wrong about
in the

<To>>t3nv<

rj

...

'EfivtTcn/

Where

by Erinyes he

■

.

.

Ood

eS^wtre nco'

Prjf6(o<; piq

,

the evils abounding

Interesting to

O^'/uk fiOfql Kctfpfjy'&v w^jok
a.^y'ifi\ncrT^C'J, W PioYbvfcK t.

means

latter is closer to the

as

oi/9

,

t^Ofjqv

,

jfrjV6^r)$"|

o

regions cleansed by the hero.

105 0

fcjjoTs

36.

p>u%

K1^ Bo-1 f <*)V

Offr\*f

(e)

tr&ow,

furies rather than avenging deities, the

truth, properly

compare

tz>i<T

seen.

the significance of H's relation to his

evinced here, with that of

D's relation to the Trachinian maidens,

particularly in her hesitation over sending the magic shirt.
significance of that

is to play a gentle ethical light

The
over

the delicacy and essential goodness of her nature

up

(in the

of giving human naturalness to an essentially fairy¬

a

course

situation).

H's behaviour in relation to Hyllus shows him in

quite different light.

Also n.31 ad fin.

"Mention of Nessus brings instant

Adams p. 1 30 distorts it:

understanding to the mind of Heracles.

.

The theme of Zeus,

.

long gathering momentum, rings through all that happens.
our

eyes

the

son

endowed with

a

a

mortal.

His arrangements

or

mort

du

en

man

becomes

homme,

en

a

bestowed

demigod,
on

him

in the oracles of his father ..."

for dying

spirituality, confessionalism of
H meurt

The

vision of what is yet to come,

by supernatural insight

"

Before

of Zeus sheds his mortality, and with it all the

thoughts and feelings of

3 8.

the

heroine, show

tale

37.

scene

son,

heros,

are

merely heroic

Me'autis

comme

-

no more.

The

cannot be upheld, p.289:

il convient.

II chcisit la

purificatrice du feu, puisqu'il sait qu'ainsi il sera debarrasse
feu de la luxure."

Another unconscious irony

husband's adultery.

-

she it

was

who became wroth at her

X UXS

39.

Ethical, subjective:

,

the human model

-

Deianira's

witnessed her ineffable ethicalness in her death.

compromise with evil.

not

-

seeing the well-reasoned

of moderation but being turned from it by

on a

Once

memory

and will

Herculean 'personality' is nothing like this.

passion.

is

She would

Ethicalness too in the gentlest

blame accordable to her hamartia:
way

We

case.

It

quite different scale in respect of passion and death.

more

it is evident how artificial is the

'problem of the real

play', the two protagonists setting

hero of the

up contrasts

and

oppositions (of the most fundamental kind, in terms of hero and

human) in their affinities, throughout.
40.

The

ground

observed

prepared for this at 779-82 where it has been

was

(Radermacher) that H's destruction of Lichas

is of a

piece with Cyclops's treatment of Odysseus' comrades.
also

n.31, 2nd paragraph.

mission to make

10, notes that Kyllus1

Odyssey (Webster's observation,

p.

165).

El's delusion in fearsome D could be funny if it were not so
unfortunate.

(if
is

we
on

The

stichomythia 1131-14)33, merely as dialogue

could forget for
the way to

extremeness of

42.

p.

inquiries about Heracles is reminiscent of

Telemachus in the
41.

Kamerbeek,

See

a moment

tragicomedy.

the tragic context, of D's suicide)

The comedy

comes

H's self-delusion.

Critics have been deflected from the main issue
H insists

on

with the

-

that the 'reason'

Hyllus marrying lole is to construct for the lad

unenviable fate

(and the dramatic significance this has)

debating El's motives.

Waldock

p.

-

an

in

88/89 has made this

transparent:
"The chief question, I think,
this

is not of H's motive in commanding

thing, but rather of S's motive in raising the issue at all.

It would be strange

if at such

a

late point in the play S were

thinking of his hero's psychology (cf. Gellie 75, Ehrenberg 155),
for

we

taken

have
a

passed beyond interests of that kind:

larger

sweep.

And it is not

as

if

we can

the play has
have any

104.

confidence that

we

know what the point really is ..."

Hyllus and Iole are well matched.

They share in

Iole, having only to step into

partnership with the Erinyes:

D's home, was avenged on H and this vengeance swept up D
well whom,

as

secondarily, the Erinys punished,

killing H (interpretation of 893-5);

for

as

it were,

Hyllus found himself

aiding the fates in the matter of his mother's death (932:

\8iti/ £

e>

TTcu<

»

.

KAT'

tw^OV

f'pw

i'!
V

y-r-f

'o

rooe -

0J<>

£>p-rj

Hyllus provided the catalytic

instructive note

finally he is to
(Winnington-Ingram has

on

the first point concerning Hyllus

(212):

both

Hyllus and IT

as

Clytemnestra to be punished by an Erinys, not reflecting

a

that

43.
44.

);

father's immolation.

stage-manage his
an

r/<~Aa..s

'

see

D

Hyllus sees her

Clytemnestra.

as a

Clytemnestra was punished

...

by the matricide of a son).

cf. Webster 179.

"Obsessed by her love for IT and her jealousy of Iole, she resorted
to the

supposed love-charm without due thought, assuredly one

of the best instances of Aristotelian ha ma it ia

Isn't there perhaps even in such a fair view
little
call

more

up?

never

in Greek

(Burton's,

Tragedy. "
p.

64)

a

realism, morality than the situation might wish to

"It is characteristic of her innocent nature that she

thought of doubting the word of the dying centaur.

He had

professed to love her, and she took the gift of the charm to be a
sign of his love and his wish to atone for his violence."

Murray's observation (p. 119) of her innocence is
lines but his
he

was

psychology does not quite ring true.

doing her

a

kindness because she

was

But she will have believed him because in
to forestall H in

loving

have appropriate

credentials

mind the first
her husband.
of

being at

on

anyone

occurrence

of

-

a

else

more

offering her

a

charm

than her he seemed to

representing to her
third party coming

natural and fantastic.

Nessus said

his last to ferry.

Such reasoning has the requisite

once

the right

(newly-married)

between her and
fairy-tale quality

cf. n.31 ad fin and n.36.

i

uo.

45.

119.

46.

Jebb XXXVII

47.

Johansen 259.

48.

cf. Winning ton-Ingram

49.

Antidotal to the Easterling

89^, "Justice is not a theme ..."
(quoted) I would suggest Letters (196):

"All these perplexities disappear if we
as

we

a

being apart,

are

magni Iovis incrementum, a future demi-god

a

judge by normal human standards.

not to

him not at

The play judges

all, though it indicates that Zeus, in his

already done

has

own way,

Now the difficulty about characters like H is

so.

that, inmixed in the action, their
dramatic and convincing, must
as

admit that S conceives H

very

greatness, if it is to be

reveal itself

as

tragic, that is,

They will therefore be less daimonic

purely human greatness.

than dynamic.

The hero will have eclipsed the god.

other hand, our

dominant impression is to be of his superhuman

If

the

on

attributes, the hero must, so to speak, command rather than share
the action from the

background

Prometheus and

Heracles.

a

a

alternative in his very

shine

through

a

-

a

condition applying equally to

Euripides chooses the first

human Mad Heracles (how should divinity

raving lunatic?):

Sophocles the second and

more

difficult in the Trachiniae.

Long before we see him for ourselves, PI is sketched for us

by D, the chorus and the lesser actors.
an

epic

or,

better,

A tremendous

an

episodic rather than strictly dramatic hero.

being of action, he receives oracles from his father

Zeus, and from him only.

He prays to

conscious that his fate is in those

nothing and
to lack

He is Dorian and Homeric,

no one.

Nov/

psychological and

a man

even

no

other god.

Always

omnipotent hands, he fears

of action, and of action only, tends

dramatic distinction.

His actions

will vociferate his motives instead of themselves requiring

gradual illumination of motive and character

.

.

the

.

Sophocles has eluded this difficulty in both halves of the Tr,
H engrosses us in the

hear of him.
with his

first precisely because

The situation develops his epic

demi-godhead ..."

we

do not

see,

but

features consistently

50.

Reinhardt, 52 f.:
whether

"... it would be idle to raise the question

'guilt' here implies

no more

than

a

causal relationship

or

to what extent it

implies a sense of guilt involving intention

or

responsibility.

It is

between them

.

.

The

.

lies in the secret of
fate

a

no

accident that

essence

distinction is drawn

(of the daemon)

of the concept

unity which it represents between will and

A hidden unity of cause

...

no

and consciousness appears

visibly at the end in D's identification with the alien when she is
ready to die."

even

propping

I fancy, is the ethical distinction that Reinhardt stops short

it up,

of

Beneath this unity of will and fate,

making (he is absolutely right in his observation that it is in

Sophocles'

himself not to make the distinction):

purpose

impulse to suicide

more

than anything sets

cause

D's

and consciousness

apart because of her steadfast refusal not to admit factors of
consciousness

(essentially,

an

innocent conscience) in mitigation

of the simple fact that she has caused
51.

"... the Tr.
way as

is

dependent

So also Kranz 286 f.

53.

Whitman 108:
the

the art of the story-teller in the same

on

the Ajax is dependent

52.

H's destruction.

on

the epic. "

(Reinhardt 6 2).

"The 'wealth of oracular material only emphasizes

impossibility of knowing the future."

54.

But cf. Adams 131 note 13.

55.

cf.

5 6.

The chorus and Heracles give the original oracle.

Jebb ad

824 and Adams 125 f.

difference in their respective
as

they know it,

conveys to

Yet a subtle

formulations reflects what the oracle,

each of them.

There is

a

subtle but
\

>

discernible difference between coming to the

Vgvxfclv

rrovojv

of the chorus,

granted release from toils:
conveys

which

now cease.

be released.

o.ycuJo-X<*v

1171.

The first

attention is focused on the labours,

But Heracles' formula

he will be stimulated to think

the

825 and Heracles' being

"Vo-iv

mainly termination;

end of,

on

emphasizes absolution

the lines of what it will

mean

to

-

107.

57.

I feel, insufficiently taken into account by Burton

These are,

(44) in his arguments that D might have been expected to
the chorus's opening
so

probably

strophe.
she is
5 8.

■

Poiesis 163;

\!caCgl

•

and

only at the end of the second
progressively developed

a

Winnington-Ingram 330 and 3.31;

rr5W kuK>ol3<r<v

'pain and joy circle for all

epode

c^re^c-o-Pa1-

vz-

ycufew

men

and their

are appropriate

in which the play depicts a series of changing states in D's
anxious fear in the

prologue and in her speech after the

parodos turns to joy when the
in the central scene

brings his

messenger

despair
This,

as

.

.

;

(180 ff.);

news

the

joy gives way to misgiving;

love-charm suggests the renewal of hope;

use

of the

and finally comes

"

Winnington-Ingram

saw,

p.

332 fv provides the missing

explanation for the contumely suffered by H evidently
he set foot in his host's house:

the quarrel is

the hero's lustful demand for his host's
This

Hoey

only to H's condition and his life of labours but also to the

mind:

61.

message

(48) well notices that "The words

echo in the

60.

■

Webster 166.

Xafe*

way

vol.

likely present from the start.

more

Burton

not

appears on stage

As the whole forms

See Kitto,

141;
59.

rrobi,

question

answer

bandying-about of the

name

accomplishment of the herald

-

as soon as

connected with

daughter.

of Zeus might be thought to be

not a matter touching Heracles.

But it is

important to notice that the yarn that Lichas spins to D

"through

a

desire to avoid paining her" is not just tailor-made to

that purpose.

At the

same

time

as

suiting Lichas it also

represents the official, Herculean outlook on events:
sanction of H's

own

and purpose are
£yiaurov

authority

roorroc

or open

e£</rrIrjoe^

ojjroq

(iS1?)

,

trpocr/ba~hu?V

oi^o/^ao-eV

(253),

rovJe-

fj&rairiov..

/

.

.
.

.

(249),

a.lroq

u>s

VP'

avrtu

(a) the

protestation of his mind

evident in expressions like

CI

ofKov

an

\

(255),

eppxe(261),

cocQ*
*

5

c

'

.^"X/cocr^.

jzb

1 U8.

It is in terms of Lichas1 yarn

his

than

Lichas1 lecture

to the world and

case

that H is understood to present
on

Zeus is not

transmission of his master's view and concept.

a

Lichas but H too, we can be sure, maintains that

qyjvato

<£i^n

T-as

(

(b) The whole business

en

formulations like 431 ff.

only

more

Not just

ey^c(Vu)<;

«•

(27 8);

pevu;

boutherei leimoni, especially

(and

above p.

see

8

ff.) is meaningful

the assumption that H's public view of matters stood as

on

in his heralds

This is what the herald

disingenuous speech.

showed up in public.
62.

Iphitus

even

takes

some

apparently unwarranted prominence from the

in which Lichas goes into the circumstances of his death

way

of them.

was unaware

detail is

perhaps a pointer to the integralness of Iphitus to the

8.

see note

Winnington-Ingram (Appendix B) considers the original audience
better

placed than

would have made
the lost

sources

us to

decide.

Epic

may

Cf.

-

(p. 333), Possibly, but isn't

surely

his original (purposeful)

a

use

distinctive aspect of S's

of mythic particulars?

Beck, who finds (14) that only through her encounter with Iole

does Deianira stand out in
"

currently familiar

have linked the quarrel and the drunkenness

this to make too little of what is

dramaturgy

souices

"One cannot help thinking that

things clearer.

with H's lustful demand for Iole. "

64.

as

This dramatically 'inauthentic'

though D

mythic story as fashioned by the poet, and
63.

-

Erst im

nobility, forbearance, compassion.

Gefolge jener Neuerung kann sowohl der oiktos Deianeiras

und damit ihre hochgesinnte Menschlichkeit wie ihr
"Wille

zur

(p. 16)

unbedingter

Klarheit uber ihre Situation voll in Erscheinung

Also "aber sie (lole)

muss

dasein,

um

treten."

D's Mitleid

zu
it

ft

entzunden und ihr Schicksal,

zuvor

jedoch ihre

grosse,

schone

Selbstdarsteliung auszulosen. (p. 16).
65.

E.g.

Knox n.48, p. 172,

mould,

comes on

of heroic resolve

"H, though certainly cast in the heroic

late in the play and dying;
or

action etc. "

there is

no

question

109.

66.

Easterling (62) correctly questions the significance that he reads
in D's reaction on

hearing the news of the destruction of Eurytus'

She does not recoil in horror,

city.

Iler reaction hardly

pin-points the moral issues.
Indeed.
her implicit

Mainly it reveals something about D

namely

And when she takes the destruction of

faith in H.

Oechalia in her stride

-

but at the

-

same

time shows all her

personal compassion and forbearance, this being so characteristic
-

mightn't this itself

tendency to consider these events independently,

the spectator a

to see them for what

67.

Only

Reinhardt 35:

they are?

Here again we find what is

his business is drama, sustaining the dramatic

paramount for S:
illusion.

if only incidentally, to promote in

serve,

so may

he work.

"The succession of situations in the Tr may be

compared with archaic sentence-structure in which ideas are
strung in a row, in which one phrase is set next to another without
link

or

has

no

connection, whereas a work in. the later style, the Electra.
scene

without its parallelisms, transitions, reverses

echoing of voices
a

in short, without a rhythm resembling that of

-

developed, sytactical period."

This seems to be telling us

something essential about the style of Tr.
its construction of scenes that house their

subtle suggestion
The

Such

a

-

style must

suggested
scenes

significance and the

in the juxtaposition (connection) of scenes.

as

to the

that lends itself to
seem

peculiar to

our

imagination;

dreamlike style with

as

reading rather than acting.

play.

The narrative style conveys

promotes, through pictoriality, their

(Contrast Tr. 's poetic, remote,

that of the Tyrannus, which is truly dramatic,

dialogue engagement itself

-

a

play in which the well-crafted

logos is all and the dialogue sharp and committed.
its

own

undramatic,

entirely appropriate to the dramatic method

imaginative suggestiveness.

the

This, as I suggest, is

style has already been noticed (5 6 ff.)

narrative-based

and

ethicality of style).

Each play has

.

.

i i u.

68.

"But

cf. Waldock 102:
doubt every

that

to press for a point.

What especial point can S make:

often tender and patient,

are

wrong

No

play should have its point, but the fact is that many

plays lack one.

men

that women

often roving and crude?

Is

point of particular value?"

a

69.

Therefore, ethically.

70.

On the other

hand, Reinhardt (61) is right to draw attention to

similarities with Part I:

the narrative device
71.

do

we

the monologue

character of the

scene,

(Heracles relates the oracles).

"Heracles' egomania, his most pronounced quality

Galinsky 50:

in the final part

of the play, works against any sympathy

one '

might have with him and strongly suggests the limitations of his
It is H who tells of his labours and not the chorus

achievements.
as

in

Euripides' Herakles.

glorifies

as

labours in the Herakles are reduced to mere individual

achievements in

Sophocles'
the full

Therefore his labours, which Euripides

Sophocles' play."

purpose to

This is all

different

-

It is not

detract from the hero but to represent him in

complexity of his stature.

cubism:

wrong.

incompatible

The technique is akin to
-

views of a subject represented

simultaneously.
72.

"The

scene

is full of irony;

how that we see him before our eyes

he is in the grip of a physical illness, a nosos, which we know
to be the

cf.

product of the

nosos

of passion. "

Galinsky 5 0 and Whitman 115-6.

(in

ava£e*?uca

9^£>}.yi<-o<3Vv.s

Easterling BICS

Also Segal:

<x<pfo c,

702

-

p.

67.

"The seething

D's simile) points

ahead to the physical effects of the venom, described in the 3rd
stasimon

( cppvic^

as

the Centaur's

SoT lopu $0^

also suggests

73.

deadly, treacherous seething

<?-Tf i

a v r-rx.,

spurs

839-40), but

the inward emotional turbulence of passion." (p. 103).

At 1030 lie describes it

as

cutot'iparas

wild uncontrollable affliction.

aypa

Vo'croz

,

111.

74.

"Those who want to find
without much support

a

hero-worshipper in S must do it

from S, for in these two

cases

(H and

Oedipus) at least it is the comparative littleness, not the
greatness, of the hero that we are shown."
The individual heroism of

like the status of

a

Kitto, Poiesis 175.

Oedipus in the Tyrannus is rather

figure set in a Chinese landscape:

visible amid the sweep and grandeur of Nature.
that sort of perspective.

What

we

-

his

city's good and discover the

truth about himself at whatever cost
is of a similar

Oedipus has

His individual heroism

determination at first to act for the

barely

-

relative to objective reality

proportion as the scale of that figure in its setting.

appreciate on reading a play like the Tyrannus is net the

heroism of the hero but'a view of him relative to the whole within
which he has his being, and of the objective
which he himself tends slowly
he has

an

a

he

an

towards until, for

brief then passing intimation

plies his

way,

nothing like the
effect of

-

hope for

same

than that
scene as

view as we do, thanks to the artist.

a

same

-

but there

Oedipus' knowledge is fully human

profoundest ignorance.

but this is

world.

no more

of his situation amid the

The
are
-

it

So does H's knowledge also

function of Heracles' extraordinary nature.

Oedipus' ultimate ignorance tells
our

brief instant

the full relative scale and majesty of which he has

important differences.

remain

can

reading the Tr. is something the

remains the

a

understanding, of his status in his

The Chinese figure too

setting.
-

inkling, if not

understanding of

us

something about his world

-

H's ultimate ignorance, which is in effect his total

commitment to action, tells us

everything about him, his special

nature.

75.

Whitman, 110.

76.

What counted
it

was

was

that, for her,

what knowing

made her do.

to

l

was

<5eiVov

—

_

112.
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